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Deciphering Property Insurers’ Indemnification Obligations After Disasters, Pandemics and Business Interruption Losses: An Analysis of State Supreme Courts and Federal Circuits’ Declaratory Judgments

WILLY E. RICE*©

SYNOPSIS

Beginning in early 2020, governors from California and Texas to Michigan, Pennsylvania, New York, Massachusetts, Virginia, the District of Columbia and North Carolina responded to the “novel coronavirus pandemic” and issued stay-at-home orders. The mandates interrupted small businesses’ “non-essential” operations. In the wake, insured businesspersons lost trillions of dollars. After the closures, George Floyd died while in police custody. In response, massive and peaceful demonstrations occurred in numerous states. Some “opportunistic” protesters looted and vandalized already-shuttered businesses. The greater majority of “all-risks” property insurers, however, refused to cover the business-interruption losses. Ultimately, the businesses filed hundreds of single- and class-action lawsuits. Will insured small businesses prevail? There is good and less encouraging news. A multivariate empirical study reveals that insureds are substantially more likely to win coronavirus business-interruption disputes in state supreme courts rather than in federal courts of appeals. But state supreme courts consistently analyze “relevant facts on a case-by-case basis” rather than apply pro-insureds legal doctrines to decide duty-to-indemnify disputes. Even more importantly, some “relevant factors”—i.e., types of insured businesses, types of property risks and states’ objective business-
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climate rankings—are markedly more persuasive and predictive than others. This Article discloses and discusses those highly “relevant factors” as well as the substantive legal barriers that small businesses and other entities must overcome in duty-to-indemnify trials. In the end, the Article encourages arguably thrice-harmed businesspersons and their attorneys to weigh carefully the more predictive, persuasive and dispositive factors before litigating business-interruption disputes in this “age of the coronavirus pandemic.”

1. INTRODUCTION

From the mid-twentieth to the early twenty-first century, enormously destructive natural and human-caused disasters occurred across the United States.1 Catastrophic hurricanes and tropical storms thrashed Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, Louisiana, and Texas.2 Historic and eerily predictable “structural and wildland” fires erupted in California and Colorado.3 And “civil commotion, riots and vandalism” erupted in the District of Columbia, Michigan, Wisconsin, and elsewhere during the 1960s.4

In 2002, a viral pandemic—the “severe acute respiratory syndrome” (SARS)—infected persons and contaminated property.5 The purportedly “worst financial crisis since the Great Depression” occurred in 2008.6 And, during the spring of 2020,

---


4. See infra Part IV; see also infra notes 217-55 and accompanying discussion of COVID-19-related losses and the concurrent causation doctrine.


peaceful protests as well as “looting and vandalism”7 swept the country after an “unarmed and handcuffed” George Floyd died in Minnesota while in police custody.8

Unquestionably, those powerful forces destroyed directly or indirectly tangible property and generated collectively or independently massive business-interruption losses and widespread unemployment.9 Still, as of this writing, a general consensus has emerged. The “Global COVID-19 Pandemic of 2020”10 has shaken the global economy to its core — generating nationwide stay-at-home orders and interrupting the business activities of nearly every commercial, industrial, and professional entity.11 Among property insurers, an equally troubling awareness has emerged: Trillions of dollars will be needed to cover business-closure losses, which arose purportedly from the “coronavirus pandemic.”12

---
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Consequently, in the wake of the estimated losses, a highly contentious legal question has evolved: Whether commercial property insurers have a contractual obligation to indemnify businesspersons who present business-interruption claims.13 resolve the controversy, businessowners have filed a “tidal wave” of state and federal lawsuits—from California and Texas to New York, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, Florida and the District of Columbia.14 As of this writing, COVID-19-related insurance controversies have generated a somewhat surprising question: whether courts are substantially and significantly more likely to decide coronavirus business-interruption disputes in favor of insureds or insurers.15

Arguably, for historical reasons, the answer to this narrow question should be easy. First, since the early 1890s, state supreme courts have decided whether property insurers must indemnify insureds who present business-loss claims.16

---


16. See, e.g., Conn. Fire Ins. Co. v. W.H. Roberts Lumber Co., 89 S.E. 945, 949 (Va. 1916) (concluding that the fire insurer had no duty to indemnify or cover the insured’s lost profit); see also French v. Hope Ins. Co., 33 Mass. 397, 400 (1835) (declaring that lost profits are insurable interests and ordering the insurer to indemnify the insured).
business-interruption disputes are essentially duty-to-indemnify disputes. Thus, in light of state supreme courts’ historical rulings, jurists should be able to reasonably infer the likely outcomes of these coronavirus duty-to-indemnify controversies.

Second, state, as well as federal courts have a rich history of deciding whether insurers have a duty to indemnify when “pollutants,” “contaminants,” or “viruses” cause lost profits or interrupt business activities. COVID-19 is questionably a “virus” or “pollutant”—which contaminates businesses and makes commercial properties uninhabitable or unusable for intended purposes. Thus, given the legion of judicial and “on point” contamination rulings, commonsensical inferences about the likely outcomes of coronavirus business-interruption disputes should be relatively easy.

After civil authorities across the country issued stay-at-home orders in early 2020, some insureds filed duty-to-indemnify actions in state and federal courts—alleging that the orders directly caused lost profits and requesting declaratory relief. Under the terms of a standard property insurance contract, the “coronavirus pandemic” is arguably a “covered” or an “excluded” peril. Thus, in light of prior “civil authority” controversies and decisions, jurists should be able to make reasonable inferences about the likely dispositions of business-interruption disputes in state and federal courts.

Yet, among jurists and insurance experts, there is uncertainty about how state and federal courts will decide coronavirus indemnification claims. Why? Immediately

---


18. See Tamara Bruno, David Klein & Robert Wallan, supra note 15 (discussing courts’ legion of decisions surrounding the nexus between physical property loss and viruses and reporting that COVID-19 can survive for days on doorknobs, faucets, and other hard surfaces normally considered inhospitable to viruses).


21. See infra Part III.B; see also infra notes 127-53.
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before Floyd’s death, the “coronavirus pandemic” directly or indirectly shuttered most businesses and decreased profits.23 However, after Floyd’s death, many of those same businesses were damaged, looted or vandalized.24 Consequently, there is confusion surrounding whether government orders and the looting were independent or concurrent causes of property owners’ lost profits.25

Therefore, in light of this major controversy, the author decided to complete a business-interruption case study that began in 2004 and pen this article.26 Two narrow questions were investigated: 1) whether state or federal courts are more likely to force property insurers to cover coronavirus business-interruption losses; and 2) whether insurance-specific doctrines or settled contract principles are more likely to explain courts’ dispositions.27 As of this writing, relatively few courts have squarely addressed the first question.28 Nevertheless, inferential evidence strongly

probably most businesses will not receive business-interruption proceeds, even though the novel coronavirus indirectly forced the nationwide closure of businesses).


24. See Shan Li & Julia-Ambra Verlaine, see also The Editorial Board, supra note 23.


27. See infra Part V; see also infra notes 259-62.
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suggests: State and federal appellate courts are considerably more likely to issue contradictory rather than reasonably predictable business-interruption decisions.29

Stated simply, it is impossible to understand property-insurance coverage without knowing and proving the cause of a loss. And, to complicate matters, there are multiple common-law and insurance-specific doctrines of causation. Therefore, Part I of the Article explains “property-insurance coverage” and the meaning of “causation”—focusing particularly on the doctrines of concurrent causation and anti-concurrent causation.

PART II answers necessarily several important insurance-specific questions: 1) whether both “traditional” and “contingent” business interruption claims trigger insurers’ duty to indemnify; 2) whether an “interrupted business” is a “covered property interest” or a “covered peril;” and 3) whether business-interruption insurance covers both tangible and intangible property losses.

The Insurance Services Office (ISO) provides optional and limited coverage for coronavirus interruptions.30 Should businesses purchase “coronavirus insurance?” To help answer the question, PART III examines courts’ conflicting declarations and discusses the implications for businesspersons who might purchase property insurance to cover losses that arise from the coronavirus.

Again, according to government statistics, a “small percentage of protestors” looted and vandalized businesses after George Floyd’s death.31 Therefore, arguably, two “covered insurance risks”—the coronavirus and “riotous conduct”—concurrently interrupted businesses and caused financial losses. PART IV addresses the pressing question: whether property insurers have a duty to cover these types of business-interruption losses under the doctrine of concurrent causation. Why is this question important? Under commercial property insurance contracts, losses which originate from “civil commotion, vandalism, riots or looting” are covered.32 But, losses that arise from viruses and bacteria are excluded.33

32. See infra Part IV; see also infra notes 216-263.
33. See, e.g., Larry Podoshen, New Endorsements Filed to Address Exclusion of Loss Due to Virus or Bacteria, ISO CIRCULAR (July 6, 2006), https://www.propertyinsurancecoveragelaw.com/files/2020/03/ISO-
Furthermore, citing anecdotal evidence, consumer-protection and insurance-defense litigators have suggested: Legal doctrines as well as certain extrajudicial factors are likely to influence the dispositions of COVID-related business-interruption disputes. Therefore, PART V presents the findings of an empirical study. It evaluates the independent and concurrent influences of litigants’ theories of recovery, affirmative defenses and a host of other “relevant factors” on the likely outcomes of duty-to-indemnify disputes.

Ultimately, based on the analysis of courts’ decisions and statistically significant findings, the Article strongly encourages businessowners to litigate business-interruption claims in state rather than federal courts. Generally, insureds are more likely to prevail in state courts. Even more impressive, the findings reveal that businessowners have the greatest probability of winning duty-to-indemnify claims in state courts, which are located in the “top ten, business friendly states.” The Article also encourages businesspersons to plan for an unsurprising finding: Certain “relevant factors or facts”—rather than settled legal principles—are statistically and significantly more likely to shape state and federal courts’ conflicting business-interruption and duty-to-indemnify judgments.

II. Property Insurance Contracts and Business-Interruption Coverage

In the 1940s, the insurance industry began selling a standard comprehensive general liability (CGL) insurance contract. Basically, a CGL contract provides third-party coverage—promising to defend and indemnify against irate customers’ personal-injury and property-damage claims. Historically, many businessowners

Circular-LI-CF-2006-175-Virus.pdf (reporting that the ISO’s form CP 01 40 07 06 excludes loss or damage caused by or resulting from any virus, bacterium or other microorganism).


35. See generally Part V.D.

36. Id.


mistakenly believe that a CGL insurance contract also covers businessowners’ damaged or destroyed property.\footnote{39} Briefly put, absent an endorsement or an extended-coverage provision, a standard CGL insurance contract does not protect a business entity’s tangible or intangible property interests.\footnote{40} Therefore, if small businessowners want to protect their property against various risks, those entities must purchase property insurance—which covers third-party liability claims and first-party property-loss claims.\footnote{41}

A. Property Insurance and Binding Conditions Precedent — “Covered Property” and “Covered Causes of Loss”

The standard property insurance contract is structured to cover damaged, destroyed or loss property.\footnote{42} However, “coverage” has a highly restrictive definition.\footnote{43} Historically, insurers sold “all-risks” and “specified-risk” contracts.\footnote{44} Under specific-risk agreements, insurers promise to indemnify or reimburse only if a specific peril causes a property loss.\footnote{45} On the contrary, all-risks insurers promise to insure commercial property against all known, unknown and unanticipated perils.\footnote{46}

Fairly recently, the insurance industry revised the standard property insurance contract—slightly changing the definition of “coverage.”\footnote{47} It reads in pertinent part: “We will pay for direct physical loss of or damage to covered property at the premises . . . caused by or resulting from any covered cause of loss.”\footnote{48}

\footnote{39}{Id.}
\footnote{40}{Id.}
\footnote{41}{Id.}
\footnote{43}{Cf. Garvey v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 770 P.2d 704, 710 (Cal. 1989) (stressing that “some of the confusion . . . regarding insurance coverage under the ‘all-risk’ section of a homeowner’s insurance policy—when [a] loss to an insured’s property [has occurred]— can be attributed to two causes, one . . . which is a no excluded peril, and the other an excluded peril.”).}
\footnote{45}{See, e.g., Poulton v. State Farm Fire and Cas. Cos., 675 N.W.2d 665, 670 (Neb. 2004) (reaffirming that under a specific perils policy, an insured’s personal property is covered if one of the listed perils in the contract damaged the property).}
\footnote{46}{Id.}
\footnote{48}{Standard Property Policy, CP 00 99 04 02, https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5c471ba9620b85081a7025cc/t/5c800b5824a6943bea56819c/1551895385}
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What is a “covered property”? The standard contract gives an exceedingly long and arguably ambiguous definition. In relevant part, it reads: “Covered property . . . means the type of property described in this section: . . . (a) [T]he building or structure described in the Declarations, . . . [and] (b) Your business personal property located in or on the building described in the Declarations . . . within 100 feet of the described premises.”

What is a “covered cause of loss”? Generally, insurers will cover the risk of a “direct physical loss, unless the loss is excluded or limited in the policy.” Consider, for example, several highly relevant and italicized perils which often appear in the contract:

The following covered causes of loss do not apply unless riot or civil commotion . . . is [listed] in the Declarations . . . Riot or civil commotion [includes] acts of . . . looting occurring at the time and place of a riot or civil commotion.

The following covered cause of loss does not apply unless vandalism is [listed] in the Declarations . . . Vandalism [means] willful and malicious damage to or destruction of the described property. We will not pay for loss or damage . . . to glass . . . that is part of a building, structure, or an outside sign. [B]ut we will pay for . . . damage to other property . . . resulting from breakage of glass by vandals.

B. Commercial Property Insurance and Competing Doctrines of Causation

There are numerous common-law and statutory theories of causation. For example, before receiving various damages awards under tort and contract-based theories of recovery, insurance consumers as well as other complainants must prove

174/MANDATORY+CP+00+99+04+02+STANDARD+PROPERTY+POLICY.pdf (last visited Sept. 20, 2020).
49. Id.
52. Id. at 4.
cause-in-fact, foreseeability causation, and/or conventional proximate cause. To prevail under various deceptive-trade-practices and consumer-protection statutes, insurance consumers and other aggrieved parties must prove that a violation was the producing cause of an injury and damages.

Nevertheless, before satisfying any common-law or statutory theory of causation, insureds must prove that a “covered peril” directly caused their “physical property damage.” Which burden of causation must insureds satisfy before courts order insurers to indemnify? Insureds must prove that a “covered peril” was the dominant efficient cause, the efficient proximate cause, or the efficient producing cause of the destroyed property.

C. The Doctrines of Concurrent Causation and Anti-Concurrent Causation

Perhaps, most jurists remember the “pertinent facts” and holding in Summers v. Tice — “a staple of the first-year law-school curriculum.” In the course of hunting quail, Harold Tice and Ernest Simonson focused their aims on a quail and pointed the guns in the direction of Charles Summers. Both shotguns were simultaneously

56. See Garvey v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 770 P.2d 704, 710 (Cal. 1989) (“Coverage . . . is commonly provided by reference to causation—e.g., “loss caused by” certain enumerated perils. The term “perils” in traditional property insurance parlance refers to fortuitous, active, physical forces such as lightning, wind, and explosion, which bring about the loss. Thus, the “cause” of loss in the context of a property insurance contract is totally different from that in a liability policy.”); Source Food Tech. Inc. v. U.S. Fid. & Guar. Co., 465 F.3d 834, 837-38 (8th Cir. 2006) (citing Minnesota’s law and explaining the parameters of a “direct physical loss”).
57. See Travelers Indem. Co. v. McKillip, 469 S.W.2d 160, 162 (Tex. 1971) (discussing both the dominant cause and concurrent causation doctrines).
61. Summers v. Tice, 199 P.2d 1, 1-2; see also id.
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discharged. One shot injured Summers’ eye and the other damaged his upper lip. Weighing the tortfeasors’ “concerted action,” the California Supreme Court applied a concurrent causation doctrine and declared: Two or more parties are jointly liable if their negligent acts combine and cause the same loss.62

Even before the tort-based ruling in Summers, state supreme courts applied a contract-based concurrent causation doctrine to assess whether property insurers had a duty to indemnify.63 Generally, if covered and excluded perils concurrently cause property damage, the insurer has a duty to indemnify the insured for the percentage of loss arising from the covered peril.64 The minority position states: Insurers must cover an insured’s total loss if the covered and excluded perils sequentially, simultaneously or concurrently caused the same property damage.65

In the early 1980s, insurers’ ire increased markedly after courts began to apply the minority rule.66 In response, the Insurance Services Office (ISO) crafted, and insurers adopted, an anti-concurrent causation (ACC) provision. Currently, the clause appears in the standard commercial property insurance contract67 and reads in relevant part:

We will not pay for loss or damage caused directly or indirectly by any of the following [excluded perils: an ordinance or law, . . . government action, . . . and fungus-mold] . . . Such loss or damage is excluded

62. Summers, 199 P.2d at 5.
64. See, e.g., Travelers Indem. Co. v. McKillip, 469 S.W.2d 160, 163 (Tex. 1971) (performing a concurrent causation analysis, requiring insureds to segregate covered and noncovered property losses and requiring the insurer to reimburse the insured for the covered losses).
65. See Colella v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 407 F. Appx 616, 622 (3d Cir. 2011) (allowing the insured to recover even though an excluded peril contributed to the loss); Safeco Ins. Co. v. Guyton, 692 F.2d 551, 554 (9th Cir. 1982) (allowing the insured to recover even though an excluded peril contributed to the loss). See also, State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Partridge, 514 P.2d 123, 130 (Cal. 1973) (declaring that coverage under a liability insurance policy is available to an insured whenever an insured risk constitutes simply a concurrent proximate cause of the injuries).
67. Id. at 2.
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regardless of any other cause or event that contributes concurrently or in any sequence to the loss. . . .

II. Property Insurance Coverage, Intangible Losses, and the Business Interruption Theory of Recovery

Until this point, the term “business interruption” has been used cavalierly—without focusing squarely on specific business losses or damages. It is important to stress, however, that courts have fashioned a “business interruption theory of liability.” Typically, before a tribunal awards business-interruption damages, an insured must prove five elements: 1) the damaged property is a “covered property;” 2) a “covered peril” or “covered cause of loss” produced the damage; 3) the peril caused physical damage; 4) the peril caused a specific and quantifiable loss; and 5) the interruption occurred during a specific time period.

First, consider the Business Income and Extra Expense Coverage Endorsement (BIEE). It reads in pertinent part:

We will pay for the actual loss of business income . . . due to the necessary “suspension” of your “operations” during the “period of restoration.” The “suspension” must be caused by direct physical loss of or damage to property at premises which are described in the Declarations. . . . The loss or damage must be caused by or result from a covered cause of loss.

Basically, the language in the BIEE provides first-party insurance coverage for an insured’s lost profits. Or stated slightly differently, if a covered risk damages or destroys an insured’s physical property and the destruction interrupts the insured’s

---

68. See Standard Commercial Property Insurance Form —CP 00 99 04 02, supra note 52, at 9-10. See also, Harrington, supra note 66, at 5 (stating that “after decades of legal wrangling and policy adjustments, . . . the ISO [developed] Special Form— (CP 10 30 10 12)).
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business, the insurer must indemnify the insured. A second amendment—the Business Income From Properties Endorsement (BIFDP)—allows insureds to receive cumulative damages. It reads:

We will pay for the actual loss of business income you sustain due to the necessary “suspension” of your “operations” during the “period of restoration.” The “suspension” must be caused by direct physical loss of or damage to “dependent property” at a premises described in the Schedule caused by or resulting from a covered cause of loss.

What is a “dependent property”? The term refers to a third party’s property. For example, a “supply chain” of goods, materials, and components spans the globe, allowing retailers and local sellers to purchase goods from those suppliers. However, in the course of events, natural forces, pandemics and human-caused disasters can destroy suppliers’ property. And those interruptions can severely undermine sellers’ business operations.

Upon first inspection, the BIFDP arguably provides third-party rather than first-party insurance coverage. But a closer scrutiny reveals that the BIFDP modifies the BIEE and extends first-party coverage. The modification is called contingent business interruption insurance (CBI). Fundamentally, under the BIFDP, an insurer promises to pay additional damages, if a covered peril physically damages or destroys a supplier’s property and the destruction partially or completely suspends the insured-seller’s operations.

As of this writing, most courts have not determined the precise scope of insurers’ duty to indemnify after insureds present traditional and contingent business-
WILLY E. RICE

interruption claims. In fact, only a few reported cases have construed the meaning of contentious terms in the BIEE and BIFDP. Nevertheless, among the small number of judicial decisions, a major disagreement has emerged. Both the BIEE and BIFDP require insureds to prove that a "necessary suspension" occurred. But, what is a "necessary suspension"? Courts in several states—California, Maryland, Minnesota, Texas, and Washington—have declared: A "necessary suspension" means the total interruption or complete cessation of an insured’s business operations. Also, applying states’ insurance-specific rules, several federal courts have required insureds to prove a total or complete cessation of business activities. On the other hand, a few state and federal courts have allowed insureds to collect business-interruption damages after proving only a partial suspension of business operations.

81. See Zurich Am. Ins. Co. v. ABM Indus., Inc., 397 F.3d 158, 168 (2d Cir. 2005).
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A third endorsement—Business Owner Coverage Endorsement (BOCE)—also allows businessowners to collect supplementary lost-profit damages when a civil authority order interrupts business activities. In relevant part, the BOCE states:

We will pay for the actual loss of Business Income . . . and necessary Extra Expense caused by action of civil authority that prohibits access to the described premises due to direct physical loss of or damage to property, other than at the described premises, caused by or resulting from any Covered Cause of Loss. . . .

Significantly, the BIEE also covers losses that arise from the effects of government orders—mirroring several key words and phrases that appear in the BOCE. The BIEE reads in pertinent part:

When a covered cause of loss causes damage to property other than property at the described premises, we will pay for the actual loss of business income . . . caused by action of civil authority that prohibits access to the described premises, provided that . . . (1) access to the area immediately surrounding the damaged property is prohibited by civil authority . . . and (2) the action of civil authority is [a] response to dangerous physical conditions resulting from the damage . . . of the covered cause of loss.

III. Insurers’ Conflicting Indemnification Obligations After Pandemics, Disasters, and Business Interruption Losses

Again, in early 2020, economists reported three relevant facts: 1) Small-to-medium-sized businesses generated approximately half of all private sector jobs in the United States; 2) The COVID-19 pandemic permanently closed 100,000 small

88. Id. at 8.
90. Id. at 2.
91. Heather Long, Small Business Used To Define America’s Economy. The Pandemic Could Change That Forever, WASHINGTON POST, (May 12, 2020, 5:00 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/05/12/small-business-used-define-americas-economy-pandemic-could-end-that-forever/ (citing researchers at the University of Illinois, Harvard Business School,
businesses;92 and 3) Dentists, owners of dining and entertainment venues as well as many healthcare professionals and retailers experienced the greatest losses.93 Thus, given the pandemic’s purportedly extensive effects, it is not surprising that small-business owners have filed the majority of business interruption lawsuits.94 But, reconsider the timely question: Are insurers or insureds more likely to prevail in COVID-related business-interruption actions? Alternatively, are courts more or less likely to force property insurers to indemnify insureds?

In light of courts’ historical duty-to-indemnify analyses and decisions, three predictions have emerged: 1) In state and federal trial courts, insurers are significantly more likely to win the majority of COVID-related lawsuits; 2) In state and federal appellate courts, business entities are more likely to win the majority of business-interruption disputes; and 3) Unrelenting judicial splits are likely to influence insureds and insurers’ probability of winning coronavirus lost-profit disputes in appellate courts. To be sure, these three business-interruption questions have produced judicial disagreements—even though state and federal courts consistently apply the same legal, equitable and insurance-specific doctrines in declaratory judgment actions.95 Necessarily, those substantive issues and doctrines are discussed below. Moreover, to help explain the stubborn controversies, the probative facts in a few recently filed coronavirus-related, business-interruption lawsuits are included in the analysis.

A. Indemnity Insurance Conflict — Whether “Viruses” and “Contaminants” Are Covered or Excluded Perils Under Pollution Exclusion Clauses

To begin, consider the “most relevant facts or factors” in L.H. Dining v. Admiral Indemnity Company.96 LH-Dining, LLC owns and operates a restaurant in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.97 Between March and April 2020, the Governor of

92. Id. (“The carnage has been even higher in the restaurant industry, where 3 percent of restaurant operators have gone out of business, according to the National Restaurant Association.”).


95. See infra notes 10–11 and accompanying text.


97. Id. ¶ 9.
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Pennsylvania and the Mayor of Philadelphia ordered “non-life-sustaining and non-
essential businesses” to close.98

In late 2019, LH-Dining purchased an “all-risk property insurance contract” from
Admiral Indemnity Company.99 Under the terms of a BIEE endorsement, Admiral
promised to cover business interruption losses if 1) a “covered cause of loss” forced
local or state governments to issue a civil order, and 2) the order prevented an insured
and its customers from accessing the insured’s business property.100 The insurance
contract also contained an Exclusion of Loss Due to Virus or Bacteria provision
which reads in relevant part:

Paragraph A—[This endorsement modifies the commercial property
coverage. The exclusion in Paragraph B] applies to all coverage under
all . . . endorsements . . . that cover property damage to buildings or
personal property and . . . endorsements that cover business income,
extra expense or action of civil authority.

Paragraph B—We will not pay for loss or damage caused by or resulting
from any virus, bacterium or other microorganism that induces or is
capable of inducing physical distress, illness or disease.101

LH-Dining asked Admiral to pay business-interruption damages, arguing that 1)
The exclusion clause did not preclude a recovery of lost profits;102 2) COVID-19 is
“an ever-present risk;”103 and 3) The civil orders caused “a substantial loss of
business income.”104 Citing language in the exclusion clause, Admiral rejected LH-
Dining’s claim and LH-Dining petitioned the Eastern District Court of Pennsylvania
for declaratory relief.105

98. Id. ¶¶ 25–31.
99. Id. ¶¶ 11, 17.
100. Id. ¶ 16.
-3 (emphasis added); see also ISO Props., Inc., Exclusion of Loss Due to Virus of Bacteria Form—CP 01 40 07 06, N. STAR MUT. INS. CO. (2006),
102. Complaint, supra note 96, ¶ 19.
103. Id. ¶ 34.
104. Id. ¶ 38.
105. Id. ¶¶ 41–44.
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Briefly, the Federal Declaratory Judgments Act of 1934 and the Uniform Declaratory Judgments Act of 1922 allow litigants to petition state and federal courts for equitable relief. Typically, an “interested party” asks a court to interpret a written contract and explain the affected party’s rights. To resolve insurance disputes, state courts have created and applied five doctrines to interpret insurance contracts and endorsements. Generally, when state courts apply the doctrines of adhesion, ambiguity or reasonable expectation, insureds are more likely to receive declaratory relief. In contrast, insurers are more likely to secure favorable declarations when courts apply the plain-and-ordinary-meaning rule or the traditional rules of contract construction and interpretation.

Returning to the dispute in L.H. Dining and weighing the “relevant facts” in the light of the five doctrines, should the Pennsylvania Eastern District Court rule in favor of the restaurant owner? The simple answer is yes. Arguably, the coverage provision is despairingly convoluted and ambiguous. Moreover, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court has been extremely clear: Ambiguous contractual terms must be construed against the insurer. On the other hand, the insurer should prevail because

106. 28 U.S.C. § 2201 (2018) (“In a case of actual controversy within its jurisdiction . . . any court of the United States . . . may declare the rights and other legal relations of any interested party seeking such declaration . . . . Any such declaration shall have the force and effect of a final judgment or decree and shall be reviewable as such.”); see also Willy E. Rice, Insurance Contracts and Judicial Discord Over Whether Liability Insurers Must Defend Insureds’ Allegedly Intentional and Immoral Conduct: A Historical and Empirical Review of Federal and State Courts’ Declaratory Judgments —1900-1997, 47 Am. U. L. Rev. 1131, 1144 (1998) (outlining questions that federal courts must consider before awarding declaratory relief: (1) whether judgment would settle a controversy, (2) whether declaration would clarify legal relations, (3) whether a judgment would increase friction between federal and state courts, and 4) whether an alternative or more effective legal remedy exists).

107. UNIF. DECLARATORY JUDGMENTS ACT § 2, 12A U.L.A. 6 (2008) (allowing an interested person to petition a court for relief and giving courts the power to construe various rights, statuses, or other legal relations under a written instrument); see also Rice, supra note 106, at 1142–1143 (discussing the history and purpose of the act, outlining a court’s discretionary and declaratory powers, and emphasizing that an appellate court may not reverse a trial judge’s declaration unless the lower court abused its discretion).

108. Rice, supra note 106, at 1144.

109. See generally id. at 1162-65 (explaining the five doctrines as: the rules of contract construction; the doctrine of ambiguity; the doctrine of plain meaning; the doctrine of reasonable explanation; and the doctrine of adhesion).

110. Id. at 1163–65.

111. Id. at 1162–64.

112. Complaint, supra note 96, ¶ 16 (“Under the Policy, insurance is extended to apply to the actual loss of business income sustained and the actual, necessary and reasonable extra expenses incurred when access to the Insured Property is specifically prohibited by order of civil authority as the direct result of a covered cause of loss to property in the immediate area of Plaintiffs’ Insured Property.”).

113. See Madison Constr. Co. v. Harleysville Mut. Ins. Co., 735 A.2d 100, 106 (Pa. 1999) (stressing that “contractual terms are ambiguous if they are subject to more than one reasonable interpretation when applied to a particular set of facts.”).
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the insured admits that COVID-19 is a virus and the insurance contract plainly excludes compensation for a virus-related business loss.114

Still, there are two remaining issues which require a more engaged analysis. First, epidemiologists generally agree: COVID-19 is a “disease” or an “illness” and not a “virus.”115 The so-called “novel coronavirus” or “severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2”—SARS-CoV-2—is a “virus”; and it purportedly causes COVID-19.116 Thus, should the L.H. Dining court force Admiral to indemnify the business owner, if the court embraces the prevailing view that COVID-19 is an “illness?” The highly probable answer is yes—if the court applies the plain-and-ordinary-meaning rule or construes the assertedly ambiguous virus-exclusion clause against Admiral.

But consider: Many business owners purchase both property and commercial general liability (CGL) insurance.117 Therefore, a court’s commonsensical answers to the questions above can become more challenging. Under CGL insurance contracts, insurers also promise to indemnify if a covered peril destroys an insured’s tangible property or prevents the insured from accessing or using the property.118 Even more relevant, CGL policies usually include an “absolute” or “total” pollution exclusion.119 The industry-wide Total Pollution-Contamination Exclusion Endorsement reads:

This insurance does not apply to . . . (1) the contamination of any environment by pollutants . . . [or to] (2) any . . . property damage arising out of such contamination. . . . Pollutant means any irritant . . . solid, liquid, gaseous or thermal contaminant, including smoke, vapor, soot,

---

114. LH Dining Complaint, supra note 96, ¶¶ 21, 37; LH Dining Contract Exhibit, supra note 101, at 80; see also ISO Props., Inc., supra note 101.
117. See, e.g., Ins. Corp. of N.Y. v. Cohoes Realty Assocs., 854 N.Y.S.2d 815, 817 (N.Y. App. Div. 2008) (disclosing that the insured purchased two types of coverage: commercial general liability insurance (CGL) and business owners’ property insurance).
119. Id. at *6.
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fumes, acids, alkalis, chemicals and waste. As used in this endorsement,
... contamination means any unclean or unsafe damaging or injurious
or unhealthful condition arising out of the presence of pollutants, whether
permanent or transient.120

Once more, LH-Dining clearly admitted that COVID-19 probably
“contaminated” and “would continue to contaminate” the restaurant.121 And, the
SARS virus causes COVID-19. Therefore, assume that LH-Dining insured its
property under both CGL and property-insurance contracts. Should the federal
district court still construe the virus exclusion clause against Admiral and in favor of
LH-Dining? Is SARS a “pollutant” or “contaminant” under Admiral’s virus
exclusion clause? To be sure, definitive answers to these questions are elusive. Why?
The Supreme Courts of California, Illinois and New Jersey122 as well as the
Second and Seventh Circuits only apply the pollution exclusion to resolve disputes
involving “traditional environmental contamination.”123 Therefore, if the Eastern
District Court of Pennsylvania embraces the same practice, the Court would probably
force Admiral to cover LH-Dining’s COVID-19-related, business-interruption
losses. Other state and federal courts, however, have interpreted the CGL pollution
exclusion more broadly and concluded: A virus—like “solid, liquid, gaseous or
thermal contaminants”—is a “pollutant.”124 Consequently, LH-Dining would be

120. Id. at *2.
121. Complaint, supra note 96, ¶ 34.
122. See MacKinnon v. Truck Ins. Exch., 73 P.3d 1205, 1211, 1217 (Cal. 2003) (refusing to apply the
pollution exclusion to pesticide spraying in an apartment building, “which do[es] not remotely resemble
traditional environmental contamination”); Nav-Its, Inc. v. Selective Ins. Co. of Am., 869 A.2d 929, 930 (N.J.
2005) (limiting the application of the pollution exclusion to “traditional environmental pollution” and refusing to
apply it after the release of toxic fumes from a floor coating/sealant); Am. States Ins. Co. v. Koloms, 687 N.E.2d
72, 82 (Ill. 1997) (restricting the application of the pollution exclusion to “traditional environmental
contamination” and refusing to apply the exclusion after the accidental release of carbon monoxide from a
furnace).
123. See Nautilus Ins. Co. v. Jabar, 188 F.3d 27, 30-31 (1st Cir. 1999) (rejecting the view that a “pollutant”
means “any . . . irritant or contaminant” since most substances or chemicals can “irritate or damage a person or
property”); see also Pipefitters Welfare Educ. Fund v. Westchester Fire Ins. Co., 976 F.2d 1037, 1043 (7th Cir.
May 13, 2008) (concluding that the insurer had no duty to indemnify after applying the pollution exclusion and
finding that mold, bacteria, and bioaerosols from a compost site were organic contaminants); Assicurazioni
Generali, S.p.A. v. Neil, 160 F.3d 997, 1005–06 (4th Cir. 1998) (declaring that the pollution exclusion was
unambiguous and applying it to resolve a non-traditional environmental pollutant); U.S. Fire Ins. Co. v. City of
Warren, 87 F. App’x 485, 487, 489–90 (6th Cir. 2003) (declaring that the pollution exclusion precluded a
recovery of insurance proceeds after pathogens, and all strains of viruses in sewage infiltrated homes and caused
health problems); First Specialty Ins. Corp. v. GRS Mgmt. Assoc., Inc., No. 08-81356-CIV, 2009 WL 2524613,
at *4–5 (S.D. Fla. Aug. 17, 2009) (concluding that the insurer had no duty to indemnify after applying the
pollution exclusion and finding that Coxsackie virus in a swimming pool was a viral contaminant); Evanston Ins.
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precluded from receiving coronavirus-related damages, if the Eastern District Court of Pennsylvania adopts this latter view. Perhaps, the Alabama Supreme Court’s observation in Porterfield v. Audubon Indemnity Company,125 can provide some guidance:

Rarely has any issue spawned as many . . . rationales and . . . court decisions as . . . the pollution-exclusion clause . . . [More than 100 cases support] the proposition that the plain language of the pollution-exclusion clause [denies] coverage . . . [There is] not just a split of authority, but an absolute fragmentation of authority . . . [Often, cases that reach] the same conclusion [about] a particular issue [give different], and sometimes inconsistent . . . rationales.126

B. Indemnity Insurance Conflict — Whether “Viruses” or “Contaminants” Cause Physical Property Damage

To begin the analysis in this section, consider a few pertinent questions: Did the 1979 release of radiation from Pennsylvania’s Three Miles Island nuclear power plant (TMI)127 physically destroy or damage commercial and residential structures? Did the radiation contaminate tangible materials? Did the radiation cause business-interruption losses? Did commercial and residential property insurers compensate insured business entities and homeowners after the radiation damaged “physical property?” Were the TMI owners strictly liable for releasing radiation? A careful reading of the Supreme Court’s remarkable analysis in Duke Power Co. v. Carolina Environmental Study Group128 suggests that the answer to each question is yes.129

125. 856 So. 2d 789 (Ala. 2002).
126. Id. at 800 (emphasis added).
129. Id. at 64–74 (disclosing that the Price-Anderson Act, Pub. L. 85-256, 71 Stat. 576 (1957) (codified as amended in scattered sections of 42 U.S.C.) requires the nuclear industry to purchase indemnity insurance, and the industry is strictly liable and must indemnify property owners after a release of “non-natural radiation” damages third parties’ physical property).
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Hence, would the universal answer to the above questions change dramatically if “coronavirus” or “COVID-19” were substituted for “radiation?” To help answer this latter question, consider the probative facts in 837 Foothill Blvd., LLC v. Travelers Indemnity Co. of Connecticut.130 Foothill, LLC owns and manages a small business center in Los Angeles County, California.131 In March 2020, the Governor of California and the Mayor of Los Angeles issued stay-at-home orders—instructing all “non-essential” businesses to close.132 Foothill’s tenants stopped using the commercial units and paying rent—citing purportedly “dire risks” associated with COVID-19 and alleging that COVID-19 physically damaged a nearby third party’s commercial property.133

In November 2019, Foothill and Travelers Indemnity Company executed an “all risks” property insurance contract—covering the center’s physical property and operations.134 Under the terms of a BIEE endorsement, Travelers promised to indemnify Foothill for “business income losses.”135 Ultimately, Foothill asked Travelers to pay business-interruption damages—citing the shutdown’s “unprecedented scale,” “substantial loss of business income” and “additional expenses.”136 The insurer refused—asserting that the coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) did not directly and physically damage the center or cause business-interruption losses.137

Eventually, Foothill filed a declaratory judgment action in the Superior Court of California. The insured argued that Travelers had a duty to indemnify.138 The BIEE endorsement, however, does not define “physical loss or damage”—even though the phrase appears sixteen times.139 As of this writing, the central question before the Superior Court is whether the coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) can directly and physically cause a “property loss” or “property damage.” Should the Superior Court interpret the clause in favor of Foothill? The probable answer is yes, if the Court

131. Id. ¶ 1.
132. Id. ¶ 17.
133. Id. ¶¶ 17, 19.
135. Complaint for Declaratory Relief, supra note 130, ¶¶ 6, 9.
136. Id. ¶ 21.
137. See id. ¶ 23.
138. COMPLAINT—837 Foothill Blvd., Id., paragraph 15.
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allows the introduction of “relevant” extrinsic evidence to help define the meaning of those terms.

Several state supreme courts allow the introduction of extrinsic evidence to help interpret insurance contracts.140 In the complaint, Foothill argued that the coronavirus physically damages and destroys property—like, say, the released radiation at TMI’s nuclear power plant. Generally, the World Health Organization (WHO)142 and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)143 maintain that the coronavirus contaminates tangible materials and objects. Foothill argued that SARS-CoV-2 destroys tangible property by contaminating the surfaces of objects and remaining there “up to twenty-eight days.”144 If the superior court embraces WHO’s definition of a virus-caused “physical loss or damage,” Foothill will probably prevail.

Additionally, the Supreme Court of California and other supreme courts have been exceptionally clear about another matter: Judges must determine the reasonable expectation of the average insured when interpreting the meaning of words and phrases in an insurance contract.145 Moreover, to afford the greatest possible protection for the average insurance consumer, California courts interpret

---

140. See, e.g., Montrose Chem. Corp. v. Super. Ct., 861 P.2d 1153, 1159–60 (Cal. 1993) (allowing any extrinsic evidence to interpret contractual terms and the scope of an insurer’s obligations); Chubb Custom Ins. Co. v. Prudential Ins. Co. of Am., 948 A.2d 1285, 1289 (N.J. 2008) (permitting lower courts to weigh extrinsic evidence if an ambiguity exists and contractual terms are “susceptible to at least two reasonable alternative interpretations”); State v. Home Indem. Co., 486 N.E.2d 827, 829 (N.Y. 1985) (“If . . . the language in the insurance contract is ambiguous and susceptible of two reasonable interpretations, the parties may submit extrinsic evidence [to help construe the contract].”).

141. Complaint, supra note 130, ¶ 15.

142. See Jason Gale & Ari Altstedter, How Can I Get It? The Evidence on Virus Transmission, WASH. POST (July 8, 2020, 1:32 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/how-can-i-get-it-the-evidence-on-virus-transmission/2020/06/30/044df0b98-haab-11ea-97c1-6c1f116f26c_story.html (reporting that researchers, reviewed by The World Health Organization, aerosolized SARS-CoV-2 and discovered that “fomites” can contaminate physical surfaces—i.e., doorknobs or utensils—and linger for “weeks in near-freezing temperatures” or “survive as long as 24 hours on cardboard, 48 hours on stainless steel, and 72 hours on plastic”).


144. Complaint, supra note 130, ¶ 15.
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coverage provisions broadly and construe the exclusionary clauses narrowly. Therefore, if the Superior Court applies the doctrine of reasonable expectation, Travelers probably will have to indemnify Foothill and pay business-interruption damages.

Still, it is important to emphasize: State and federal courts within California are divided over the meaning of “physical damage.” For example, in MRI Healthcare Ctr. of Glendale, Inc. v. State Farm Gen. Ins. Co., a California Appellate Court declared that a “repaired” MRI machine’s failure to “turn on” or “ramp up” was not a “physical loss.” The court of appeals stressed: A direct physical loss must be an actual change in an insured’s property—precluding the owner’s use of the property and requiring the owner to repair it. However, in Total Intermodal Services v. Travelers Property Casualty Company of America, a federal district court in California rejected the MRI court’s analysis and conclusion. The federal court declared that two lost or misplaced containers of printers were “physical losses” under the insurance contract—even though the cargo was not physically damaged.

Also, beyond California, state supreme courts and the federal circuits are seriously divided over the meaning of “physical loss or damage.” For example, courts in Colorado, New Jersey and Oregon have applied the doctrine of plain-and-ordinary-meaning as well as the ambiguity doctrine and declared: Physical property losses occur when a release of ammonia, gasoline fumes, foul-smelling odors, mold-infestation, or asbestos fibers physically contaminate structurally sound buildings. Other state supreme courts, however, have applied the same doctrines and declared: A mold-contaminated—but architecturally sound—residential or commercial

---

147. 115 Cal. Rptr. 3d 27 (Cal. Ct. App. 2010).
148. Id. at 37–38.
151. Id. at *3–4.
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property is not “physically damaged.” It is highly probably that travelers will not have to cover Foothill’s business-interruption losses, if the California Superior Court concludes that the coronavirus cannot alter the physical integrity of a commercial property.

C. Indemnity Insurance Conflict — Whether A Civil Authority Order Can Cause Business-Interruption Losses

In early 2020, the insurance commissioners of Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, the District of Columbia and several smaller states revealed: 1) Each month, COVID-related business losses range between $255 and $431 billion dollars; and 2) more than 194,000 insurance contracts promise to cover business-interruption losses that arise from civil authority orders. Yet, the overwhelming majority of property insurers will not cover any coronavirus-related losses.

Certainly, whether an insurer has a duty to compensate insureds for coronavirus business losses is a question of law for a court. Still, the commissioners’ chilling assessment might be correct. Why? Debatably, it is extremely difficult for an insured to prove a causal nexus between a COVID-related government order and a business-interruption loss. Therefore, to highlight the challenges that insureds are likely to confront in a duty-to-indemnify trial, consider the “relevant facts” and substantive issues in two remarkable and highly instructive Virginia court cases.

In L & L Logistics and Warehousing Inc., v. Evanston Insurance Co., Markel Corporation (Markel) is an insurance holding company; and Evanston Insurance Company (Evanston) is Markel’s subsidiary. Respectively, these entities are located in Richmond and Glen Allen, Virginia. The insured — L & L Logistics and

155. Id.
159. Complaint, supra note 158, ¶¶ 9–10.
WAREHOUSING INC, d/b/a L.L. TRUCKING COMPANY (LOGISTICS) — is located in Hawthorne, California. Logistics owned at least one truck, employed at least one driver, and provided transportation services. More relevant, Logistics also operated a trucking school on its premises.

Logistics purchased an “all-risks” property insurance contract from Evanston. The original contract covered business-interruption claims between April 17, 2019 and April 17, 2020. However, when multiple insurance commissioners across the United States were predicting dire business-interruption losses in April 2020, Logistics renewed its insurance contract. Several phrases in Evanston’s policy mirror previously highlighted and discussed phrases which appear in the standard Business Owner Coverage Endorsement (BOCE) and Business Income and Extra Expense Endorsement (BIEE). Evanston’s contract states:

[Insurance is extended and applies] to the actual loss of business income . . . and the actual, necessary and reasonable extra expenses incurred when access to the insured property or other properties are specifically prohibited by order of civil authority as the direct result of a covered cause of loss to property in the immediate area of [the] insured property.

A few weeks before the contract’s renewal, the State of California issued a stay-at-home order. Citing the coronavirus and its purportedly devastating effects, the government order prohibited all gatherings and forced all non-essential businesses to close. Logistics stopped its operations. And, although Evanston’s contract contained a virus-exclusion clause, the trucking company sent a notice of loss to Evanston. The property insurer refused to indemnify. In response, Logistics

160. Id. ¶ 8.
162. Complaint, supra note 158, ¶ 38.
163. Id. ¶¶ 11, 16.
164. Id. ¶ 11.
165. Id.
167. ISO Props., Inc., supra note 89.
168. Complaint, supra note 158, ¶ 15 (emphasis added).
169. Id. ¶ 26–27.
170. Id.
171. Id. ¶ 13.
172. Id.
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filed a declaratory judgment action in the District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia.\textsuperscript{173} Before, the Federal District Court, Logistics raised various and arguably novel business-interruption claims.\textsuperscript{174}

First, Logistics asserted that California’s civil order precluded customers from purchasing Logistics’ services—thereby increasing the trucking company’s lost profits.\textsuperscript{175} As discussed earlier, sellers of goods and services depend on a network of suppliers.\textsuperscript{176} But, various disasters, natural forces and pandemics can destroy suppliers’ goods and interrupt sellers’ operations.\textsuperscript{177} Nevertheless, an insured seller may secure compensation for contingent business losses if 1) the seller purchased a BUSINESS INCOME FROM DEPENDENT PROPERTIES ENDORSEMENT (BIFDP),\textsuperscript{178} 2) the insured establishes that a “covered risk” physically damaged the suppliers’ property, and 3) the third-party destruction suspended the insured’s business and generated lost profits.\textsuperscript{179} Apparently, Logistics raised a “contingent business interruption” theory of recovery. And if that is true, the company probably will not prevail. Arguably, under the reported facts, Logistics cannot satisfy each element of this theory.

Logistics’ second claim is equally novel and surprising: The “[c]oronavirus global pandemic” and California’s stay-at-home order caused the trucking company’s financial losses.\textsuperscript{180} Applying Virginia law,\textsuperscript{181} the Eastern District of Virginia Court probably will summarily dismiss this argument. Put simply, California’s stay-at-home order exempts persons who provide essential services.\textsuperscript{182} And, under federal

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\setcounter{enumi}{172}
\item \textsuperscript{173} Id. ¶ 1.
\item \textsuperscript{174} Complaint, supra note 158, ¶¶ 13, 42–44.
\item \textsuperscript{175} Id. ¶ 28, 32–33.
\item \textsuperscript{177} Protecting your Business Against Contingent Business Interruption and Supply Chain Disruption, supra note 175.
\item \textsuperscript{178} ISO Props., Inc., supra note 74.
\item \textsuperscript{179} Id. (emphasis added)
\item \textsuperscript{180} Id. ¶ 2.
\item \textsuperscript{181} See Buchanan v. Doe, 431 S.E.2d 289, 291 (Va. 1993) (declaring that under Virginia rules, “the law of the place where an insurance contract is written and delivered controls issues as to its coverage”) (citing Lackey v. Virginia Sur. Co., 167 S.E.2d 131, 133 (1969)).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
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regulations, transportation enterprises are “essential businesses” and truck drivers provide “essential services.”183 Conceivably, the Federal District Court would want to know why Logistics voluntarily suspended its trucking services and asked Evanston to pay business-interruption damages.

Logistics also operated a trucking school on its premises.184 Therefore, the company alleged that California’s executive order forced the school to close.185 Undoubtedly, whether the trucking school provided an “essential service” is a question of law for the court.186 However, applying Virginia’s law, the Eastern District of Virginia Court has already answered the question: Under California and Virginia’s coronavirus orders, instructional institutions —like the trucking school— do not provide essential services.187 Thus, will the Federal District Court force Evanston to pay insurance proceeds to ensure the “long-term survivability” of the trucking school?188 Three reasons preclude a definitive answer.

First, reconsider several key phrases and conditions present in Evanston’s civil-authority clause. The insurer promised to pay business-loss damages, if 1) a civil authority order “prohibited access” to a “covered property,” or 2) a government order “prohibited access” to a third party’s property; and 3) a “covered cause of loss” damaged or destroyed the third party’s property “in the immediate area” of the insured’s property; and 4) A lack of access to an insured’s property caused “necessary and reasonable” expenses.189

Citing similar phrases in the standard civil authority provision, courts have embraced a so-called “direct nexus” test.190 The test comprises multiple elements:

—


183. Rachel Premack, Truck Drivers Have Emerged as Some of the Most “Essential” Workers of the Coronavirus, but They’re Not Getting Paid Like It, BUS. INSIDER (May 11, 2020, 9:47 AM), https://www.businessinsider.com/truck-driver-pay-essential-coronavirus-workers-2020-5 (reporting that nearly 400,000 U.S. truck drivers own and operate their trucks and the typical rate to take a truckload of goods from North Carolina to Los Angeles plummeted from $4,700 to $2,700 two months after stay-at-home orders were issued).

184. See Complaint, supra note 158, ¶ 38.

185. Id. ¶ 28, 38.

186. See Erie R. Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64, 65, 78 (1938) (requiring that a federal district court apply the choice of law rules of the forum state—Virginia—when jurisdiction is based on the diversity of the litigants).


188. Complaint, supra note 157, at ¶ 38.

189. Id. at ¶ 15 (emphasis added).

190. See, S. Hosp., Inc. v. Zurich Am. Ins. Co., 393 F.3d 1137, 1141 (10th Cir. 2004) (applying the plain-and-ordinary-meaning doctrine and declaring that the policy requires an insured to prove a direct nexus between the civil authority order and the suspension of the insured’s business); Dickie Brennan & Co. v. Lexington Ins.
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and conditions precedents. Thus, before Logistics can receive business-interruption damages, the company must prove a direct and causal nexus between California’s stay-at-home order and the trucking school’s lost profits. Stated another way, Logistics must prove that certain perils and events—surrounding a third party’s destroyed or damaged property—occurred in a very precise sequence and prevented students-customers from accessing the school.191

In light of the reported facts, Logistics probably cannot prove that California’s order “prohibited access” to the trucking school. But it is important to stress: The phrase “prohibited access” has generated split decisions among state courts as well as inter-circuit splits among federal courts. For instance, applying the doctrine of ambiguity, a New York state court declared that post-9/11 traffic restrictions did not prohibit partners and associates from accessing a law-office building.192 Applying the same doctrine, a federal district court in Louisiana also reached a similar conclusion.193 However, applying the plain-and-ordinary-meaning rule, the Virginia Supreme Court declared that aviation officials’ post-9/11 traffic restrictions prohibited the insured from accessing their commercial property.194

Courts are also divided over whether government riot-mitigation orders produce business-interruption losses by prohibiting customers from accessing the insureds’ commercial establishments. To illustrate, a federal court in California applied the plain-and-ordinary-meaning rule and declared that a riot-deterrence order did not

---

191. See Jones, Walker, Waechter, Poitevent, Carrere & Denegre, LLP v. Chubb Corp., No. 09-6057, 2010 WL 4026375, at *3–4 (E.D. La. Oct. 12, 2010) (reaffirming that the civil authority provision requires the insured to establish that a sequence of events occurred and prove that a nexus exists between a civil authority order and certain physical property damage—which prohibits access to the insured property).

192. See Abner, Herrman & Brock, Inc. v. Great N. Ins. Co., 308 F.Supp.2d 331, 336–337 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (applying the ambiguity doctrine and declaring that a 9/11 order did not result in “prohibited access” to the insured’s business after the no-access order was lifted and vehicular traffic continued to restrict access in the area).


194. PMA Capital Ins. Co. v. US Airways, Inc., 626 S.E.2d 369, 373 (Va. 2006) (applying the plain-and-ordinary-meaning rule and embracing the argument that airport authorities’ orders prohibited the insured commercial airliner from using the airport).
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prevent customers from accessing the insured’s theater. But, a state court in Michigan applied the doctrines of ambiguity and plain meaning—declaring that the governor’s riots-preemptive action prevented customers from accessing the insured’s business and caused lost profits. Finally, assuming that Logistics’ probative evidence satisfies every element of the “direct nexus” test, the insurer can still cite the Virginia Supreme Court’s well-reasoned analysis in PBM Nutritional’s, LLC v. Lexington Insurance Co., and raise an immensely powerful, multi-pronged virus- or contaminant-exclusion defense: As a matter of law, Evanston has no duty to indemnify, because 1) SARS-CoV-2 is a novel coronavirus, 2) a virus cannot physically damage a property, 3) a physically damaged property must cause a business-interruption loss, and 4) the insurance contract contains a virus exclusion clause.

To help prove the assertion, consider the relevant facts in Nutritional. PBM manufactures and produces Profylac baby formula. Basically, the formula is a mixture of hot water and dry ingredients. PBM’s mixture system comprises several components—a filter housing, tubes, a butterfly valve, and a heat exchanger. The filter contains melamine—a dangerous and toxic contaminant. In the course events, PBM used superheated water to clean the system, which reduced the filters to cellulose. After the baby formula was produced, samples revealed that melamine leached into the water supply and contaminated the formula.

To cover its operations, PBM purchased an “all risk” insurance contract through a “quota share” agreement where Lexington and two other insurers “shared percentages of the risk of coverage.” The contract contained an exclusion clause—

199. PBM. 724 S.E.2d at 710.
200. Id. at 709–710.
201. Id. at 710.
203. PBM, 724 S.E.2d at 710.
204. Id.
205. Id.
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barring the recovery of insurance proceeds if a “pollutant” caused a loss.206 Significantly, under the exclusions, “contaminants” and “viruses” were pollutants.207 Still, disregarding the exclusionary language, PBM destroyed the contaminated formula and sent a notice of loss to each insurer. The manufacturer demanded compensation—alleging that the “all risks” contracts covered business-interruption loss.208 Lexington and two other insurers denied the claim—asserting that the contaminant-exclusion clauses precluded PBM’s recovery.209

PBM commenced a declaratory judgment action in a Virginia circuit court. First, under standard pollution-exclusion clauses, the insurers promised to indemnify even if a contaminant causes a business loss. However, the pollution-exclusion provisions in several endorsements disclosed that proceeds were precluded if a virus or containment causes a loss. PBM argued that the allegedly conflicting clauses should be construed against the insurers.210 PBM also argued: Before refusing to indemnify, the insurers had a contractual duty to prove conclusively that melamine contaminated the Profylac baby formula.211

The circuit court declared that the property insurers did not have a duty to cover PBM’s “contamination losses”—after examining the “pollution exclusion endorsement” and applying the ambiguity doctrine.212 Refusing to accept the lower court’s declaration, PBM appealed. Before the Supreme Court of Virginia, PBM maintained that the lower court’s rulings were erroneous.213 Applying the doctrine of plain-and-ordinary-meaning, the Nutritionals court disagreed. Citing various stipulations and expert testimony, the supreme court found that the infant formula was contaminated.214 But even more importantly, the Nutritionals court declared: Viruses as well as traditional and non-traditional environmental contaminants are excluded perils under the “all risks” insurance contracts.215

Returning to the facts in L & L Logistics, Evanston’s insurance contract included a virus-exclusion clause. SARS-CoV-2 is a viral contaminant.216 Moreover, Logistics

206. Id. at 711.
207. Id. at 711–712.
208. Id. at 710.
210. Id. at 712.
211. Id. at 715.
212. Id. at 712.
213. Id.
214. Id. at 715.
216. See generally Saeed Behzadinasab et al., A Surface Coating that Rapidly Inactivates SARS-CoV-2, 31 ACS APPLIED MATERIALS & INTERFACES 34536, 34723 (2020) (finding that the virus spreads rapidly in droplets—contaminating materials and objects); see also Virginia Tech, In one hour, professor’s surface coating
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admits that the “novel coronavirus” contaminated its California trucking school and caused business-interruption losses. Yet, Logistics insists that Evanston has a duty to indemnify. Debatably, if the Eastern District of Virginia Court embraces the Virginia Supreme Court’s persuasive business-interruption analysis in Nutritionals, the California trucking company will not prevail.

IV. CORONAVIRUS BUSINESS CLOSURE ORDERS, “ RIOTOUS LOOTING ” AND INSURERS’ DUTY TO INDEMNITY UNDER THE CONCURRENT CAUSATION DOCTRINE

To repeat, in mid-March 2020, government officials in twenty-two jurisdictions responded to a “novel coronavirus pandemic” and issued mandatory stay-at-home orders. Among other effects, businesses shuttered and began to lose money. Two months later, small groups of allegedly “outside agitators and opportunists” responded to George Floyd’s death by vandalizing and looting various businesses in major markets. Therefore, an important legal question has emerged: whether property insurers must indemnify insured small businesses as well as upscale retailers if the insureds’ already-shuttered businesses were looted. Stated more

---

217. See Complaint ¶ 22, L & L Logistics and Warehousing Inc. v. Evanston Ins. Co., No. 3:20-cv-324, 2020 WL 2213290 (E.D. Va. filed May 6, 2020) (“[T]he deadly virus is a contaminant [that] physically infects and stays on surfaces of objects . . . [or] formites for up to twenty-eight day . . . [T]here is an ever-present risk that the insured properties are contaminated.”) (emphasis added).


221. See, e.g., Claire Wilkinson, Riot Losses Mount—Pandemic Complicates Lost Income Claims, BUS. INS. (June 1, 2020, 12:30 PM) (asking when civil unrest or COVID-19 causes a loss, and reporting the specific facts surrounding the individual and combined effects of shutdown orders and rioting on courts’ business-loss decisions), https://www.businessinsurance.com/article/20200601/NEWS06912334885/Riot-losses-mount-pandemic-complicates-lost-income-claims#.
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narrowly, the question is whether insurers must compensate businessowners, if “looting” and coronavirus orders concurrently caused business-interruption losses.

To help uncover a plausible answer, consider the dispute in Chefs’ Warehouse v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Co.222 The Chefs’ Warehouse Inc. (Chefs) is a family of companies and a major supplier—distributing “specialty products to over 35,000” high-end restaurants, stores, casinos, hotels, and resorts across the United States and Canada.223

Liberty Mutual Insurance Company (Liberty) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Liberty Mutual Holding Company. Although, its principal place of business is in Massachusetts, Liberty offers services in the State of New York.224 Under its all-risks, Premier Property ProtectorTM insurance contract, Liberty agreed to indemnify Chefs if covered risks caused property, business-interruption and account-receivable losses.225 Liberty’s limit of contractual liability was $75 million per loss.226

Between mid-March and early-April 2020, civil authorities in New York, California, Illinois and Washington, D.C. ordered all non-essential businesses to close.227 Chefs’ customers—who operate businesses in those venues—complied. Consequently, Chefs’ sales and income abruptly declined. Thus, on April 29, 2020, Chefs sent a notice of loss—asking the insurer to indemnify.228 Three business days later, Liberty rejected the claim.229

On June 23, 2020, Chefs commenced a declaratory-judgment action in the District Court for the Southern District of New York.230 Before the federal court, Chefs asserted that Liberty had a duty to indemnify and gave several reasons: 1) The civil orders precluded Chefs’ customers from paying millions of dollars in accounts receivables; 2) The market value of its “specialty goods” inventory diminished significantly after the government orders; 3) The civil authority orders and customers’ delinquent accounts are covered perils; and 4) The covered perils directly and indirectly interrupted Chefs’ income within several profitable markets.231

Again, Liberty rejected Chef’s duty-to-indemnify request within three days. Why? In its denial letter, the insurer asserted: 1) A “peril insured against” did not physically

223. Id. ¶ 4.
224. Id. ¶ 4.
225. Id. ¶¶ 47–49, 62.
226. Id. ¶¶ 47–49.
227. Id. ¶¶ 28, 33–34.
228. Id. ¶ 79.
230. Id. ¶ 2.
231. Id. ¶¶ 45, 53, 60, 62.
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damage any of Chefs’ property; and 2) A “peril insured against” did not produce any physical property damage—which caused government authorities to issue SARS-CoV-2-related orders.\footnote{232} Responding to these defenses, Chefs insisted: Accepting that a civil-authority order and the “novel coronavirus” are respectively excluded and covered perils, they concurrently caused Chefs’ business-interruption losses.\footnote{233}

Will the Southern District of New York embrace Chefs’ concurrent-causation theory and force Liberty to indemnify? Perhaps, the answer depends in part on whether the federal district court applies 1) the anti-concurrent-causation exclusion in Liberty’s insurance contract,\footnote{234} or 2) the Texas Supreme Court’s widely cited analysis\footnote{235} and rulings in Travelers Indemnity Company v. McKillip.\footnote{236} First, consider the “relevant facts” in McKillip. The McKillips—husband and wife—owned a turkey farm and used several small buildings to breed turkeys.\footnote{237} Travelers insured the small business.\footnote{238} The property insurance contract read in pertinent part:

>[This policy insures the property against a] direct loss resulting from any of the perils . . . listed: . . . windstorm, hurricane, hail, explosion, riot, civil commotion, smoke, aircraft and land vehicles. . . . Unless specifically named [in this policy], this company shall not be liable for loss . . . by snowstorm.\footnote{239}

On a fateful day, “a tremendous wind” damaged two barns.\footnote{240} Six days later, one of the damaged structures collapsed after a snowstorm.\footnote{241} Travelers refused to indemnify. The McKillips commenced a breach-of-contract action. Although finding that “other causes may have contributed to” the destruction, the jury concluded that a windstorm was the dominant efficient cause of the collapsed building.\footnote{242} The jury awarded the fair market value of the destroyed building and Travelers appealed. Before the Texas Supreme Court, the insurer argued that the trial court gave an erroneous jury charge.\footnote{243} The supreme court agreed. Under Texas’s concurrent

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{232} Id. ¶¶ 83–84.
\item \footnote{233} Id. ¶ 74.
\item \footnote{234} Id. ¶ 69, 72.
\item \footnote{235} 469 S.W.2d 160 (Tex. 1971) (On July 17, 2020, a query of Westlaw’s “All State & Federal” database revealed that various state and federal courts as well as jurists had cited McKillip more than 500 times).
\item \footnote{236} 469 S.W.2d 160 (Tex. 1971).
\item \footnote{237} Id. at 161.
\item \footnote{238} Id.
\item \footnote{239} Id. at 161–62. (emphasis added).
\item \footnote{240} Id. at 161.
\item \footnote{241} Id.
\item \footnote{242} Travelers Indem. Co. v. McKillip, 469 S.W.2d 160, 161 (Tex. 1971).
\item \footnote{243} Id.
\end{itemize}
causation doctrine, an insurer must pay only a certain percentage of loss that arose from a covered peril if both covered and excluded perils combine and cause a loss. The McKillips, therefore, had to segregate covered losses from excluded losses.244

On multiple occasions, the Southern District of New York has compared Texas and New York’s insurance-specific doctrines and concluded that the two sets of rules are nearly identical.245 Even more importantly, the same federal district court has cited and applied McKillip—implicitly embracing the Texas Supreme Court’s concurrent causation analysis.246 Thus, if the Southern District of New York applies McKillip and New York’s law to resolve the dispute between Chef and Liberty, the insurer or insured will have to segregate and prove covered and excluded losses.247

On the other hand, Chefs will probably be disappointed—as it can only receive a certain percentage of business-loss damages under the doctrine of concurrent causation.248 Furthermore, that disappointment probably will be exacerbated, if the district court applies the language in Liberty’s standard anti-concurrent causation (ACC) exclusion. In relevant part, the exclusion reads:

We do not cover physical loss or damage directly or indirectly caused by or resulting from any of the following [eight perils] regardless of any other cause or event, whether or not insured under this policy, contributing to the loss concurrently or in any other sequence.249

“Government action” is one of eight excluded perils under the standard ACC clause.250 But, as disclosed earlier, a “civil authority order” is a covered peril under

244. Id. at 162–63.


248. Complaint ¶ 69, The Chef’s Warehouse Inc. v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., No. 20-cv-4825, 2020 WL 3444003 (S.D.N.Y. June 23, 2020) (explaining that disappointment will likely arise if Chefs means 100% compensation for a loss-of-income claim: “Concurrent causation [occurs] when a loss is brought about through a combination of two or more potential causes. If one of the concurrent causes is covered, there is coverage under the policy”) (emphasis added).

249. Id.
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the Premier Property Protector™ insurance agreement.251 And clearly, the COVID-19-related directives in New York, Illinois and California involve “government action.” Thus, Chefs’ ability to secure any business-interruption compensation will probably become exceedingly more difficult if the Southern District Court of New York applies the ACC exclusion. Why? To repeat, the New York Court of Appeals and the greater majority of state courts have enforced ACC provisions.252 And a conservative reading of the current ACC exclusion suggests: Liberty has no duty to indemnify because a government “coronavirus pandemic” order caused Chefs’ losses “regardless of any other” concurrent or contributing cause.253

There is one final point. In late-May 2020, various upscale and shuttered businesses in New York City, Chicago the District of Columbia, Los Angeles, and San Francisco were looted and/or vandalized.254 These are the “major markets” in which Chefs sold “high-end” specialty goods and lost substantial profits.255 As reported, the property insurance contract in McKillip as well as most property insurance contracts insure property against the risks associated with a riot or civil commotion.256

Now, assume that Liberty’s Premier Property Protector™ agreement also insures against riots and looting. Will the Southern District of New York force Liberty to pay business-interruption damages? The short and probable answer is no. An

253. See Bonnet, supra note 246.
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insured’s stolen goods and business-interruption losses are different property interests. One interest is tangible and the other is intangible. In the end, the commercial property insurers will probably pay the relatively inexpensive damages for looted or stolen property. But experts agree: For most insured small and high-end businesses, it will be difficult to prove convincingly the total market value and dominant cause of a business interruption loss.

V. A CASE STUDY—STATE SUPREME COURTS’ AND FEDERAL CIRCUITS’ DISPOSITIONS OF DUTY-TO-INDENMIFY CLAIMS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR CORONAVIRUS BUSINESS-LOSS DISPUTES

After state governments issued lockdown or stay-at-home orders, many insured business owners sought advice from insurance brokers and lawyers. Insureds wanted to know whether property insurers have a duty to cover COVID-19-related business-interruption losses. Seasoned attorneys’ opinions have been nearly unanimous: The specific facts or specific (fact)ors surrounding a specific business-interruption dispute will probably determine whether courts force insurers to indemnify insureds.

Perhaps, that less-than-definitive answer will surprise most insurance consumers. But the opinion is rooted in settled law: In declaratory-judgment trials, courts must examine or weigh specific facts and perform a “case by case basis” analysis before declaring contractual rights or obligations. State supreme courts’ rulings are

258. Id.
259. See generally, Wilkinson, supra note 219 (stating that there will be complications with calculating what business losses were caused by the rioting and looting and what business losses were caused by coronavirus).
262. Id. at 29.
equally clear regarding another matter: A factual analysis of a disputed contractual terms is more important than the application of rules, such as the ambiguity, reasonable expectation, four-corners, or plain-and-ordinary-meaning doctrine.264

But the latter rule engenders another timely and important question: What are the “most relevant facts or factors?” Quite simply, courts have not fashioned or embraced a universal standard to identify the most probative evidence. However, after examining just six randomly selected federal circuits’ duty-to-indemnify declarations, a consistent finding emerged. The “most relevant and factors” are distributed among the following categories: Types of insured business entities, types of defendants, geographic locations of litigants and courts, types of insurance contracts, types of underlying first- and third-party injuries, types of property interests, types of property losses, types of common law and statutory claims, types of underlying theories of recovery, and types of insurance-specific affirmative defenses.265

Significantly, seasoned insurance litigators have also suggested that these same sets of “relevant facts” probably will influence state and federal courts’ dispositions of coronavirus business-interruption and duty-to-indemnify controversies;266

---

264. See, e.g., Am. States Ins. Co. v. Dastar Corp., 318 F.3d 881, 893 (9th Cir. 2003) (applying Oregon’s law and reaffirming that a duty-to-indemnify question requires both legal and factual analyses to determine if underlying probative facts establish insurance coverage) (Ferguson, J., dissenting) (emphasis added); Am. States Ins. Co. v. Bailey, 133 F.3d 363, 369 (5th Cir. 1998) (applying Texas law and requiring legal or factual analysis of a duty-to-indemnify controversy); Taurus Holdings, Inc. v. U.S. Fid. & Guar. Co., 913 So.2d 528, 537 (Fla. 2005) (stressing that case law may be informative, but an insurance agreement’s language is the “most important factor” when deciding whether coverage exists) (emphasis added); and Medmarc Cas. Ins. Co. v. Avent Am., Inc., 612 F.3d 607, 613 (7th Cir. 2010) (stressing that factual allegations are more important than legal theories when deciding a duty-to-indemnify dispute) (emphasis added).

265. See, e.g., Sterngold Dental, LLC v. HDI Global Ins. Co., 929 F.3d 1, 5 (1st Cir. 2019) (presenting the “relevant facts” as geographic location of litigants and courts and the type of insurance contract); French v. Assurance Co. of Am., 448 F.3d 693, 696-97 (4th Cir. 2006) (presenting the “relevant facts” as the types of insurance contracts, types of property interests, and types of property losses); Fed. Ins. Co. v. CompUSA, Inc., 319 F.3d 746, 747-749, 752 (5th Cir. 2003) (presenting the “relevant facts” as types of defendants, types of common law and statutory claims, and types of insurance-specific affirmative defenses); Maher v. Federated Serv. Ins. Co., 666 F. App’x 396, 398-99 (6th Cir. 2016) (presenting the “relevant facts” as types of insured business entities, types of insurance contracts, types of underlying first- and third-party injuries, and types of common law and statutory claims); Am. Fam. Mut. Ins. Co. v. Williams, 832 F.3d 645, 647-48 (7th Cir. 2016) (presenting the “relevant facts” as types of defendants and types of insurance-specific affirmative defenses); and Am. Econ. Ins. Co. v. Jackson, 476 F.3d 620, 621-22, 626 (8th Cir. 2007) (presenting the “relevant facts” as types of defendants, geographic locations of litigations and courts, types of underlying first- and third-party injuries, types of underlying theories of recovery, and types of insurance-specific affirmative defenses).

266. See, e.g., Sean Mahoney & Ciaran Way, King’s Bench Petition Seeks to Consolidate All Pennsylvania COVID-19 Business Interruption Insurance Cases, JD SUPRA (May 5, 2020), https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/kings-bench-petition-seeks-to-22336/ (suggesting that the following
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Uncertainty, however, still exists. As stated above, disputes are generally decided on a case-by-case basis. Therefore, to shed additional light on this important and timely topic, the author decided to complete and report the results of a duty-to-indemnify study and a business-interruption analysis that began in 2002.267

A. Source of Data, Sampling Procedures and Relevant Attributes of Insurers and Insureds

Following standard research methodologies, the author fashioned a simple null hypothesis: No statistically significant difference exists between property insurers and their insured businesspersons’ likelihood of winning duty-to-indemnify disputes in state and federal declaratory judgment trials. The alternative hypothesis is equally simple: “Relevant facts” or “extralegal factors”268 are more likely to explain any statistically significant difference between property insurers’ and their insureds’ probability of winning duty-to-indemnify disputes.

The author searched law reporters as well as LEXISNEXIS and WESTLAW databases—attempting to uncover every reported and unreported duty-to-indemnify dispute that involved business-interruption as well as other insurance-related claims. The search generated approximately 4,250 decisions.269

To secure a representative sample of duty-to-indemnify cases, the author crafted a narrower query which contained only the following phrases: “covered peril!,” “excluded peril!,” “covered property,” “civil authority order!,” “peril! insured against,” “property loss!,” and “business interruption.” The second search produced just 209 decisions. Therefore, to secure a fairly sound database, a stratified random sample of the 4000-plus cases was executed. In the end, more than two-thousand declarations (N = 2,278) appeared in the database. However, the focus of this investigation centers on less than eight hundred declarations (N = 758). To create

factors may affect courts’ COVID-19-related, indemnification decisions — “locations of plaintiffs and defendants,” “types of claimed business losses,” “material differences in business interruption[s],” the presence of a “viral contamination and/or pandemics,” “the facts of each particular business loss,” “the circumstances of each business interruption,” “the actual loss of each business” and “the nature of the insured’s business”) (emphasis added).

267. See Rice, supra note 26 and accompanying text.
268. See, e.g., Recent Publications, 124 HARV. L. REV. 1343, 1344 (2011) (reviewing and reporting an author’s empirical findings: “[The author employs] an expertise in political science and a robust understanding of legal analysis to illuminate the impact [of] extrajudicial institutional factors . . . on the ultimate merits decision of a case. . . . [The author] sketches a divided federal court system where . . . [appellate courts are] more sympathetic to the facts of a case than the policy-driven Supreme Court.” (emphasis added)).
269. The restricted query was: adv: SY(duty /s indemnify) (visited last on July 21, 2020).
270. The exact search among the approximately 4,250 cases was: “peril! insured against” “covered peril!” “excluded peril!” “covered property,” “civil authority order!” “property loss!” “business interruption.”
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multiple binary (0,1) or “dummy”\textsuperscript{271} variables or factors, a content analysis of each case was performed.\textsuperscript{272} Ultimately, the binary data were inserted into a large matrix. Various statistical procedures were applied to analyze the data. The results are displayed below in four tables.\textsuperscript{273}

B. “Relevant” Extralegal and Legal Factors Surrounding the Litigants

TABLE 1 presents six categories of “specific, undisputed and relevant facts” about the insureds and insurers who commenced declaratory-judgment actions in state and federal courts. Those categories are: geographic origins of the lawsuits, types of insured business entities, types of “covered property” and “covered perils,” affirmative defenses, types of insurance exclusion provisions, and applied doctrines of interpretation.


\textsuperscript{273} An Excel database of the sampled cases as well as multiple STATA-PROGRAM working files — containing statistical procedures, generated tables and various statistics —are stored at the author’s location and/or this law journal’s office.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Relevant Facts” Surrounding Litigants’ Duty-to-Indemnify Claims and Defenses In State and Federal Declaratory Judgment Trials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Relevant, Undisputed, and Specific Facts or Factors”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwestern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwestern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INSURED BUSINESS ENTITIES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Financial Service Providers”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Goods &amp; Non-Financial Providers”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Government Contractors &amp; Providers”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DISPUTED “COVERED PROPERTY” AND “COVERED PERILS” UNDER VARIOUS PROPERTY INSURANCE CONTRACTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“All Risks” — Commercial Perils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Specific Risk” — Fires &amp; Floods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Specific Risk” — Other Perils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INSURERS’ AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Insurance-Specific Defenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-Insurable Interest Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-Coverage Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECISIONS AFTER INSURERS ADOPTED ANTI-CONTAMINANTS &amp; ANTI-VIRUSES EXCLUSION PROVISIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After “Absolute Exclusion” Clauses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After “Total Exclusion” Clauses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APPLIED DOCTRINES OF INTERPRETATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasonable Expectation &amp; AMOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguity Doctrine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Rules of Contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain-and-Ordinary-Meaning Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DISPOSITIONS OF ACTIONS FROM INSURED’S PERSPECTIVES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declaratory Judgment Granted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declaratory Judgment Denied</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Levels of statistical significance for the Chi-Square test:  ** p ≤ .01

Varying and multiple defenses appeared in some cases — causing the column percentages to be greater or less than 100 percent.

There are two columns of percentages. The left column appears under the heading, “State Trial Courts and Federal District Courts (N = 758). In the right column, the percentages appear under the heading, “State Appellate Courts and Federal Courts of Appeals.” After the trial and district courts issued 758 declarations, approximately 70% of the insureds and insurers appealed adverse declarations to state and federal courts of appeals (N = 524).
Comparing the two distributions of percentages, some notable findings are revealed. First, the geographic regions of the proceedings and parties are relevant. Initially, trial and district courts in the Midwest and Southwest decided the majority of suits—23.3% and 32.1%, respectively. Subsequently, state and federal appellate courts in the Midwest and Southwest also resolved the majority of duty-to-indemnify disagreements. The respective percentages are 22.1% and 36.6%.

Table 1 also describes the types of insured business entities that commenced declaratory judgment actions in trial and district courts. Three sets of complainants filed duty-to-indemnify claims—"financial service providers," "providers of goods and non-financial services," and "government contractors and providers." Among the inferior state and federal courts, the respective percentages for the three groups are 59.9%, 22.8% and 17.3%.

As discussed earlier, insurers sell a variety of property insurance contracts—covering all types of tangible and intangible property interests as well as excluding all types of perils. But more significantly, each type of insuring agreement can generate duty-to-indemnify disputes. Table 1 displays three classes of insurance contracts which have produced duty-to-indemnify clashes in state and federal trial courts. They are all-risks-commercial, specific-risk-fire and other-specific-risks insurance agreements. The respective percentages are 34.0%, 45.8% and 20.1%.

How do property insurers defend themselves in declaratory-judgment trials? Table 1 presents two categories of defenses. One category is labeled “Insurers’ Affirmative Defenses”—which comprises several insurance-specific defenses as well as the highly interrelated no-insurable-interest and no-coverage defenses. Among state and federal trial courts, the percentages are 66.2%, 15.7% and 17.0%, respectively.

Once more, before and after the mid-1980s, the insurance industry embraced respectively the absolute and total exclusion defenses—which preclude reimbursements for losses arising from contaminants, viruses and pollution. Some

---


275. See supra notes 37–60 and accompanying text.


278. See supra notes 118–120 and accompanying text.
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cases in the database were decided after the adoptions. Table 1 reveals that approximately half (48.4%) of the insurers raised the absolute exclusion defense and the remainder (51.6%) advanced the total exclusion defense.

The last set of “relevant factors” in Table 1 appears under the heading, “Applied Doctrines of Interpretation.” Before state and federal trial courts, forty per cent (40.6%) of the litigants raised the reasonable expectation doctrine and encouraged courts to decide the duty-to-indemnify issue as a matter of law (AMOL). The remaining litigants asked the tribunals to apply the ambiguity doctrine, general rules of contract construction, or the plain-and-ordinary-meaning rule. The displayed percentages are 31.5%, 18.9% and 9.0%, respectively.

Finally, Table 1 shows the dispositions of duty-to-indemnify disputes. Stated briefly, viewed from the insureds’ perspectives, state and federal trial courts are statistically and significantly more likely to rule against insureds and in favor of insurers. The reported “granted” and “denied” percentages are 47.9% and 52.1%—respectively. Conversely, in state and federal courts of appeals, insureds are more likely to prevail in declaratory judgment proceedings. The respective percentages are 53.6% and 46.4%.

C. A Bivariate Analysis of Factors Influencing the Award of Declaratory Relief

So, why are some business entities more likely to win duty-to-indemnify controversies in appellate courts? To find the answer, consider the “relevant facts” or factors displayed in Table 2. First, consider the two columns of percentages that appear under the heading, “State Appellate Courts.” The statistically significant percentages indicate that key factors—insurers’ absolute “contaminant” exclusion provisions, the reasonable expectation doctrine, and the ambiguity doctrine—increase insureds’ likelihood of winning duty-to-indemnify controversies in state appellate courts. The corresponding percentages are 60.2%, 65.5% and 61.2% — respectively.
Now, consider the two columns of percentages that appear under the heading, Federal Appellate Courts. The findings uncover a completely different reality. Insurers are statistically and substantially more likely to prevail when 1) the insureds are “financial service providers” or “government contractors,” and 2) federal courts of appeals apply the reasonable expectation doctrine, traditional rules of contract construction, and the doctrine of plain and ordinary meaning. Respectively, the statistically significant percentages are 58.9%, 65.2%, 58.6%, 71.4%, and 55.2%.

Summarizing, Table 2 reveals: 1) Insureds are significantly more likely to win duty-to-indemnify arguments in state appellate courts; and 2) Insurers are more likely to prevail in federal courts of appeals. Therefore, answering the earlier question, insureds are statistically and substantially more likely to prevail in appellate courts when state courts decide the disputes.

Finally, it is important to repeat an earlier disclosure. The sizable database for this study evolved over several years. Thus, some sampled cases are single-claim judgments—courts’ deciding whether an insurer must indemnify when a single underlying legal claim is present. Others are mixed-actions and mixed-claims.
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judgments—which concomitantly resolved duty-to-indemnify, duty-to-settle and duty-to-defend controversies.

Table 2 also highlights the bivariate relationships between “relevant factors” and the dispositions of duty-to-indemnify controversies which arise from underlying single and mixed-claims lawsuits. The last four rows of percentages reveal the influences of underlying mixed-claims on state and federal appellate courts’ dispositions of duty-to-indemnify disagreements. Generally, when state and federal courts of appeals weigh the concurrent and simultaneous effects of multiple and mixed-underlying claims, property insurers are substantially more likely to prevail. And a careful review of the respective percentages in Table 2 will support this conclusion.

Although admittedly not directly on point, the latter finding does not bode well for businessowners who are likely to raise a concurrent causation argument in business-interruption trials. Again, insurance experts have maintained: Coronavirus orders and “riotous conduct” are concurrent causes of massive business closures and interruptions. But, as the findings suggest, appellate courts are less likely to force insurers to indemnify when insureds raise multiple and mixed allegations to justify a favorable declaration of contractual rights.

D. A Bivariate Analysis of State Supreme and Appellate Courts’ Dispositions of Duty to Indemnify Clashes in Declaratory Judgment Proceedings

Again, insureds are substantially more like to win duty-to-indemnify disputes in state appellate courts. But there are intermediate and supreme courts. So, are insured businesses more likely to win duty-to-indemnify disputes in intermediate or supreme courts? The origin of this timely question evolved from Texas Supreme Court justices’ contentious majority and minority opinions in McGinnes Industrial Maintenance Corp. v. Phoenix Insurance Co..

In McGinnes, the insured and insurer were “sophisticated” corporate enterprises. The Environmental Protection Agency sued McGinnes for allegedly
violating the federal Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA).\textsuperscript{286} McGinnes argued that its all-risks insurance contract required Phoenix to defend and indemnify the company against the CERCLA-contamination suit.\textsuperscript{287} Citing a Texas appellate court’s opinion, four dissenting supreme-court justices argued that Texas’s “pro-business climate” would be severely undermined if Phoenix were forced to defend McGinnes.\textsuperscript{288}

The McGinnes majority acknowledged: California, Illinois, and Maine supreme courts declared that insurers are not obligated to indemnify and defend similarly situated companies against a CERCLA suit.\textsuperscript{289} Still, the Texas Supreme Court majority rejected the Texas Appellate Court’s and McGinnes minority justices’ “anti-business climate” concerns.\textsuperscript{290} Citing the decisions of the highest courts in Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut, Iowa, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Vermont and Wisconsin, the McGinnes majority declared that Phoenix had a contractual duty to defend McGinnes against the CERCLA-contamination suits.\textsuperscript{291}

Now, in light of the revelations in McGinnes, consider a restatement of the earlier question: Are states’ “business climate rankings”\textsuperscript{292} more or less likely to influence the dispositions of duty-to-indemnify and concomitant mixed-claims disputes? Table 3 displays the fifteen most populous states—which are ranked according to their purportedly “objective levels of support” for businesses. Study the first three rows of percentages. In intermediate appellate courts, insureds are significantly and statistically more likely to prevail, if their state has an “excellent” or a “poor” business climate ranking. The respective percentages are 56.5\% and 54.9\%. Conversely, insured business entities are less likely to prevail (45.2\%) if their states have a “good” business environment.

Of course, regardless of a state’s level of support for businesses, the findings in Table 3 suggest: State supreme courts generally decide duty-to-indemnify quarrels

\begin{table}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
State & Percentage of Cases Favoring Insureds \\
\hline
California & 56.5\% \\
Illinois & 54.9\% \\
Maine & 45.2\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{286} Id. at 790.
\textsuperscript{287} Id. at 792–93.
\textsuperscript{288} Id. at 796 n. 7 (citing Chesapeake Operating, Inc. v. Nabors Drilling USA, Inc., 94 S.W.3d 163, 177 (Tex. App. 2002) (“Industry and commerce cannot operate in a climate that allows a contracting party who makes a bad bargain to change the terms of a deal at its option.”)).
\textsuperscript{289} Id. at 793 n. 35.
\textsuperscript{291} Id. at 793 n. 34.
\textsuperscript{293} See supra note 288 and accompanying text.
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in favor of insured businesses. The percentages are 55.6%, 52.6% and 55.0%, respectively. Yet, in McGinnes, the Texas Supreme Court examined just a few supreme-court cases and discovered split decisions—admittedly surrounding a duty-to-defend issue.

Do states’ “business climate rankings” contribute to split judicial decisions? The answer is a qualified yes.

Consider the seven rows of percentages in Table 3 which appear next to the subheading, Court Located in Large “Excellent Business Climate” States. Without a doubt, the business environments in Texas, North Carolina, Georgia and New Jersey have been consistently superb. In those four states, intermediate and supreme courts are statistically and significantly more likely to decide duty-to-indemnify and related disputes in favor of insured businesses. The percentages for both levels of each state’s judiciary range from 55.9% to 75.0%.

### Table 3. The Dispositions of Duty-to-Indemnify, Property Loss and Mixed Claims in State Appellate and Supreme Courts By States’ Pro-Business Climate Rankings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State Supreme Courts’ &amp; Appellate Courts’ Locations By Commonly Accepted “Objective” Rankings of States’ “Pro-Business Climate”</th>
<th>Dispositions of Duty-to-Indemnify and Other Claims in State Appellate Courts</th>
<th>Dispositions of Duty-to-Indemnify and Other Claims in State Supreme Courts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plaintiff Did Not Prevail</td>
<td>Plaintiff Prevailed (N = 3,053)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percent</strong></td>
<td><strong>Percent</strong></td>
<td><strong>Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objectively Business Excellent</strong></td>
<td><strong>55.6%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,690</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Good Business</strong></td>
<td><strong>52.6%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,556</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Poor Business</strong></td>
<td><strong>55.0%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,619</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective Business</strong></td>
<td><strong>55.0%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,619</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Texas Supreme &amp; Appeals Courts</strong></td>
<td><strong>63.6%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,623</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Georgia Supreme &amp; Appeals Courts</strong></td>
<td><strong>68.6%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,927</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>North Carolina Supreme &amp; Appeals Courts</strong></td>
<td><strong>58.8%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,927</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Massachusetts Supreme &amp; Appeals Courts</strong></td>
<td><strong>63.6%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,927</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Florida Supreme &amp; Appeals Courts</strong></td>
<td><strong>67.7%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,927</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Jersey Supreme &amp; Appeals Courts</strong></td>
<td><strong>70.4%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,927</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>California Supreme &amp; Appeals Courts</strong></td>
<td><strong>60.9%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,927</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pennsylvania Supreme &amp; Appeals Courts</strong></td>
<td><strong>63.4%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,927</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Illinois Supreme &amp; Appeals Courts</strong></td>
<td><strong>53.2%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,927</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iowa Supreme &amp; Appeals Courts</strong></td>
<td><strong>58.9%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,927</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Michigan Supreme &amp; Appeals Courts</strong></td>
<td><strong>62.2%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,927</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New York Court of Appeals &amp; Supreme</strong></td>
<td><strong>63.6%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,927</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alabama Supreme &amp; Appeals Courts</strong></td>
<td><strong>53.2%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,927</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Louisiana Supreme &amp; Appeals Courts</strong></td>
<td><strong>53.2%</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,927</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** Chi-square test statistically significant at p < .001

** Chi-square test statistically significant at p < .01


1 In many states, trial-court decisions may be appealed directly to the supreme court. Federal courts also send questions to state supreme courts. Thus, the number of observed supreme-court cases can exceed the number of appellate-court cases.

294. McGinnes, 477 S.W.3d at 794 (re-emphasizing the importance of uniformity when various jurisdictions interpret identical insurance provisions but acknowledging that the current decision cannot achieve uniformity since “courts have already split”).
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To be sure, the remaining three states’ business environments are equally outstanding. Yet, the intermediate and supreme courts in Virginia and Florida are statistically and markedly more likely to decide against insured business enterprises. The percentages range from 52.3% to 66.7%. Intermediate courts in Massachusetts are also considerably more likely (55.0%) to decide against insureds. However, although the finding is not statistically significant, the Massachusetts Supreme Court is slightly more likely (51.9%) to decide in favor of businesspersons.

Now, review the four rows of percentages in Table 3 which appear next to the subheading, Court Located in Large “Good Business Climate” States. Surprisingly, like their sisters in Virginia and Florida, the intermediate courts in California and Iowa are statistically and significantly more likely to decide against insured businesses. The percentages are 59.1% and 61.1%, respectively. However, before California and Iowa Supreme Courts, businesspersons’ have equal probabilities of prevailing—52.4% and 50.0%, respectively.

Most certainly, Pennsylvania and Illinois also have “good” business environments. But the courts in those two jurisdictions respond very differently to insured businesses’ duty-to-indemnify claims. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court and its courts of appeals consistently decide against insureds—57.1% and 62.9%, respectively. In contrast, the Supreme Court of Illinois and its appeals courts reliably interpret duty-to-indemnify provisions in favor of insured sellers of goods and services. The percentages are 68.2% and 53.3%, respectively.

Finally, among “poor business climate states,” litigants’ win/loss trends vary considerably. For example, the New York Court of Appeals and Louisiana Supreme Court are more likely to decide indemnification arguments in favor of insured companies and small businesses—66.7% and 64.7%, respectively. And the intermediate courts in Louisiana and Alabama are also statistically and significantly more likely to rule in favor of insureds—53.3% and 80.6%, respectively. On the other hand, Michigan Supreme Court and its intermediate courts are less likely to rule in favor of insured commercial entities. The percentages are 52.2% and 57.8%, respectively.

E. Two-Stage Multivariate Probit Analysis — The Effects of “Relevant Facts” on the Outcome of Indemnification Claims in State and Federal Courts

Earlier, we discovered that several interrelated indemnification questions persistently generate judicial splits: 1) whether a virus, contaminant or civil-authority order can physically destroy or damage a tangible property, 2) whether a virus, contaminant or civil-authority order can cause business-interruption losses, and 3) whether an insurer must indemnify an insured when a virus, contaminant or civil-
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authority order causes a business loss.295 Debatably, these unyielding splits will have major implications for the dispositions of COVID-19-related, business-interruption disputes in state and federal courts.

Up to now, we have reviewed several bivariate relationships between certain “relevant facts” and duty-to-indemnify outcomes. Perhaps, these bivariate findings explain in part the judicial conflicts. Nevertheless, it is unquestionable: Statistically significant bivariate-relationships do not prove that certain “relevant facts” cause judicial splits or that courts have certain pro-insured or pro-insurer “predispositions.”

As explained elsewhere, to increase the validity as well as the explanatory, inferential and predictive power of one’s research findings, two central questions must be answered: 1) whether a sample of only reported judicial decisions accurately and fully describes supreme and appellate courts’ tendency to grant or deny declaratory relief296 and 2) whether courts only allow certain “relevant factors” and legal doctrines to determine the outcome of disputes.297 Arguably, case-study findings are more reliable and predictive when researchers 1) test for “selectivity bias” in the sample,298 2) use more “powerful” inferential statistics, and 3) measure the exclusive, collective and concurrent effects of multiple “relevant factors” on the dispositions of disputes.

A test for “selectivity bias” is required for numerous reasons. After receiving adverse rulings in lower courts, some litigants accept the declarations and decide not to seek appellate review. Other litigants, however, refuse to accept the trial courts’ unfavorable rulings and challenge those decisions in state or federal appellate courts.

295. See generally supra notes 95-213 and accompanying text.
297. See supra note 292.
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The “selectivity bias” question, therefore, becomes whether a difference exists between litigants who “decide to appeal” and those who “decide not to appeal.” If the test indicates a statistically significant difference between the two groups, a researcher can reasonably conclude that diverse characteristics—rather than certain “relevant factors”—explain appealers’ likelihood of prevailing or losing in courts of appeals.

Again, the present database contains multiple “relevant facts” about litigants who appealed adverse duty-to-indemnify declarations. The author, therefore, performed a multivariate, search term end two-staged probit analysis. This statistical procedure tests for “selectivity bias” and determines the unique, collective and concurrent effects of multiple extralegal and legal factors on the dispositions of duty-to-indemnify disputes in state and federal appellate court.


300. See supra note 295.
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Table 4 presents the results of a multivariate-probit analysis—focusing on 591 appellate and supreme courts duty-to-indemnify cases in the sample.\textsuperscript{301} Seven (7) classes of “relevant facts” are illustrated. Also, two distributions of probit values—along with their respective robust standard errors—appear in the table.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{A Multivariate Probit Analysis — The Effects of Legal and Extra-Legal Factors on the Outcomes of Insurance-Specific Property Loss and Duty-to-Indemnify Claims in State and Federal Courts of Appeals (N = 591)\textsuperscript{31}}
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
& \multicolumn{2}{c|}{Litigants Who Decided to Appeal} & \multicolumn{2}{c|}{Declaratory Judgment Dispositions} & \\
& \multicolumn{2}{c|}{Adverse Declaratory Judgments} & \multicolumn{2}{c|}{in State & Federal Appellate Courts} \\
& Probit & Robust & & & \\
& Values & Std. Errors & & & \\
& & & \textit{Z} & Probit & Robust & Std. Errors & \textit{Z} \\
\hline
\multicolumn{5}{l|}{Injured Businesses & Entries} & \\
Financial Service Providers & -1.714 & .0774 & .0897 & .1131 & \\
Goods & Non-Financial Providers & -1.756 & .2215 & .2699 & .1141 & 2.36 ** \\
\hline
\multicolumn{5}{l|}{Appellate Court’s Locations} & \\
Southern States & -.4274 & .2147 & 1.99 * & .4631 & .1084 & 4.27 *** \\
Southwestern States & -.2122 & .2540 & .5628 & .1436 & 3.92 *** \\
Western States & -.3912 & .4430 & .3218 & .1152 & 2.79 ** \\
\hline
\multicolumn{5}{l|}{Federal Appellate Courts} & \\
Third Circuit Court of Appeals & -.4717 & .2967 & .2955 & .1629 & \\
Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals & -.4986 & .2834 & .4820 & .2174 & 2.22 * \\
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals & -.3981 & .2902 & .1265 & .1821 & \\
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals & -.5430 & .3646 & 2.58 ** & .9230 & .1557 & 5.93 *** \\
Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals & .6378 & .4025 & -.3291 & .1577 & 2.99 * \\
\hline
\multicolumn{5}{l|}{Disputed First-Party Insurance Contracts} & \\
“All Risks” — Commercial Perils & .2673 & .3375 & -.3063 & .2988 & \\
“Specific Risk” — BusinessLosses & .2692 & .7705 & -.1264 & .4315 & \\
“Specific Risk” — Property Damage & -.3058 & .4661 & .6884 & .2439 & 2.82 ** \\
\hline
\multicolumn{5}{l|}{Types of Underlying Actions} & \\
State Cases, Only & 2.6786 & .3468 & 7.70 *** & -.5966 & .3492 & \\
No Class Actions & .4864 & .3782 & .5519 & .2674 & 2.06 * \\
\hline
\multicolumn{5}{l|}{States’ Purportedly “Objective”} & \\
Business Climate Rankings & \\
“Excellent” — Among Top-13 States & -.3162 & .1911 & .2305 & .1027 & 2.24 * \\
“Poor” — Among Bottom-13 States & 1.0805 & .2296 & 4.53 *** & .0598 & .1131 & \\
\hline
\multicolumn{5}{l|}{Affirmative Defenses & Applied Doctrines} & \\
Total-Contamination-Exclusion Defense & -.1629 & .1896 & .1923 & .1045 & 1.84 \\
General Rules of Contract & .0308 & .3426 & .0938 & .2164 & \\
Plain- & Ordinary-Meaning Doctrine & -.0292 & .3164 & -.0198 & .1602 \\
\hline
\multicolumn{7}{l}{Wald test for independent equations (“selectivity bias”): \textit{Chi-square} = 3.02, \textit{p-value} = .0820} \\
\multicolumn{7}{l}{*** \textit{Chi-square} test significant at \textit{p} \leq .001 \hspace{1cm} ** \textit{Chi-square} test significant at \textit{p} \leq .01 \hspace{1cm} * \textit{Chi-square} test significant at \textit{p} \leq .05} \\
\multicolumn{7}{l}{\textsuperscript{301} This total includes duty-to-indemnify, property-loss, and some underlying third-party certification and bad-faith claims} \\
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

301. Table 4 at the bottom provides an explanation of the difference between the “original” N=524 in Table 1 and the N=591 in Table 4.
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The asterisks describe the probit values’ levels of statistical significance. First, examine the probit values which appear under the caption Litigants Who Decided to Appeal Adverse Declaratory Judgments. Those coefficients answer the question: whether or not the “relevant factors” independent, combined and simultaneous effects significantly influenced litigants’ decisions to appeal adverse duty-to-indemnify rulings.

Some of the probit values are statistically significant—strongly indicating that some factors influenced litigants’ decisions more than others. For example, litigants who resided in Southern states and the Seventh Circuit were less likely to appeal adverse rulings. The respective negative coefficients are -.9410 and -.4274. Conversely, purely state-court litigants and those residing in “poor business environment states” were more likely to appeal unfavorable declarations. The positive probit coefficients are 2.670 and 1.040, respectively.

Still, the dominant question remains: Whether or not “selectivity bias” appears in the sample. Or, stated differently, are there noteworthy differences between litigants who decided to appeal and those who decided not to appeal? To find the answer, a “test for similarities” between two equations—the two distributions of probit values—was required. At the bottom of Table 4, a Wald test for independent equations appears. The Chi-square value is not statistically significant and suggests: No significant self-selection or other-selection bias exists in the sample.

Consider an even more challenging question: Whether the independent, concurrent and simultaneous effects of the seven classes predictors influence appellate courts’ dispositions of duty-to-indemnify disputes. And the short answer is, yes. Review the probit values in Table 4 under the heading DISPOSITIONS OF DEKLARATORY JUDGMENTS DISPOSITIONS IN STATE AND FEDERAL APPELLATE COURTS. Ten (10) of the “relevant factors” have statistically significant probit values. Examine them extremely carefully. Put simply, barring one factor, the positive probit coefficients increase insured business entities’ likelihood of winning duty-to-indemnify disputes in declaratory-judgment hearings.

More specifically, the first statistically significant probit coefficient (.2699) suggests that insureds who sell goods and non-financial services are more likely to win duty-to-indemnify disputes than other insureds. In addition, insureds are substantially more likely to prevail in appellate courts that are located in southern, southwestern and western states. The probit coefficients are .4631, .5628 and .3218—respectively. And, to underscore the influence of federal courts’ geographic locations on insureds’ likelihood of success, consider the next cluster of statistically
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significant coefficients. Respectively, the positive .4820 and .9230 values indicate that insureds are more likely to prevail in the Fourth and Seventh Circuits. On the other hand, the negative coefficient (-.3291) suggests that insured businesses are less likely to win duty-to-indemnify disputes in the Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit.

Once more, after governors reported a “coronavirus pandemic” and forced “non-essential” public and private operations to cease in March 2020, business-interruption claims soared. But an overwhelming majority of property insurers refused to indemnify insured business owners— proclaiming confidently that “all-risks” insurance contracts do not cover business-interruption losses and stating unapologetically that courts would agree.

Now, review the negative -.3063 and -.1262 coefficients under the sub-heading, “Disputed First-Party Insurance Contracts.” Although they are not statistically significant, they support the insurers’ position. Insureds are less likely to prevail when “all-risks” and “specified business risks” property insurance provisions generate duty-to-indemnify disagreements. In contrast, insureds are statistically and substantially more likely to prevail when the dispute involves a duty-to-indemnify clause in a “specified property risk” insurance contract, or when insureds file single actions rather than class actions. The positive coefficients are .6884 and .5519, respectively.

The last five rows of coefficients in Table 4 are arguably the most enlightening, surprising and important findings. Why? Again, it is important to remember that a multivariate two-stage probit analysis is an extremely powerful statistical test that answers a basis question: What is the unique effect of a single fact or factor on a court’s decision, when controlling for sample-selection bias as well as for the collective, concurrent and multiple effects of other factors?

Examine closely the two factors that appear under the sub-heading, “States’ Business-Climate Rankings.” The positive .2305 probit coefficient is statistically significant. And it strongly indicates: After controlling for the concurrent and multiple influences of every other factor in Table 4, courts in exceedingly pro-business states are substantially more likely to decide duty-to-indemnify disputes in favor of insured small businesses, property owners and entrepreneurs. In early 2020,


305. See supra notes 292–93 and accompanying text.
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the “top thirteen pro-business states” were Virginia, Texas, North Carolina, Utah, Washington, Georgia, Minnesota, Nebraska, Colorado, Ohio, Indiana, Florida and Tennessee.306 Of course, the next probit coefficient (.0598) is not statistically significant. However, it is positive—suggesting that insured business entities are more likely to prevail even if the courts are located in the “poorest business climate states.”307

Finally, many practitioners believe or insist that courts’ application of settled legal theories and equitable doctrines determine the dispositions of duty-to-indemnify and other legal disputes.308 But seasoned judges continually remind both plaintiffs’ and defendants that commonsensical analyses of “relevant facts”—on a case-by-case basis—determine the outcomes of legal disputes.309 Put simply, the last three probit coefficients in Table 4 are instructive and support judges’ keen insight. Insurers’ “total contamination exclusion defense,” the general rules of contract construction, and the plain-and-ordinary-meaning doctrine have no statistically significant effects on the dispositions of duty-to-indemnify claims. The positive and negative probit coefficients are .1923, .0938, and -.0198, respectively.

VI. SUMMARY-CONCLUSION

For many small-to-large businessowners in the United States, the “unimaginable happened” in mid-March 2020.310 In the wake of a “novel coronavirus pandemic,” numerous governors issued stay-at-home orders.311 Consequently, the mandates interrupted nearly every commercial, industrial, and professional enterprise’s “non-essential” operations.312 Purportedly, trillions of dollars will be required to cover the enormous business-interruption losses.313

306. See supra note 288 and accompanying text.

307. In early 2020, those states were Delaware, Kentucky, Vermont, New Mexico, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Maine, West Virginia, Louisiana, Alaska, Mississippi, Hawaii, and Rhode Island. See supra note 288 and accompanying text.


309. See supra note 304.


311. See White & Breen, supra note 10 and accompanying text.

312. See Winck, supra note 11 and accompanying text.

313. See Sams, supra note 154 and accompanying text.
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Furthermore, many shuttered businesses’ financial losses were exacerbated two months later—following the death of George Floyd.” Responding to Floyd’s death and to assertedly “unnecessarily abusive police tactics,” massive and peaceful demonstrations occurred in cities and towns across the United States. And, to be sure, some “errant and opportunistic” demonstrators needlessly looted, vandalized and destroyed all types of closed businesses.

Citing language in their insurance contracts and asserting that the coronavirus and looting independently or concurrently caused their loss profits, insureds are asking property insurers to indemnify. The overwhelming majority of insurers have refused—substantially aggravating the arguably dire emotional and financial statuses of many already-twice-harmed business owners across the county. In response, insureds have filed more than one hundred coronavirus lawsuits in federal and state courts—which are scattered from California and Texas to Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, Maryland, Virginia, the District of Columbia and North Carolina.

In a nutshell, insureds are alleging that the coronavirus and government orders are “perils insured against”—thus requiring insurers to pay business-loss damages.

314. See Manskar & Musumeci, supra note 7 and accompanying text.
317. See Bruno et al., supra note 15 (reporting that “even before policyholders submitted any claims,” the insurance industries preemptively argued that property-insurance contracts do not cover COVID-19-related claims).
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But, once more, it is important to stress: A coronavirus business-interruption dispute is essentially a duty-to-indemnify controversy. Even more importantly, courts have a long history of deciding this type of indemnification dispute when “pollutants,” “contaminants,” or “viruses” have allegedly caused lost profits.

Debatably, beginning in March 2020, three “covered perils” in all-risks insurance contracts “harmed” insured businessowners—coronavirus business-closure orders, “opportunistic looters and vandals,” and insurers who acted in “bad faith” by summarily rejecting insureds’ business-interruption claims without investigating the merits. In light of these developments, the author decided to complete a case study—sampling and evaluating multiple “novel coronavirus” pleadings, selecting a representative sample of traditional duty-to-indemnify decisions, and applying a binary-coding scheme to evaluate purportedly “relevant facts” and their effects on supreme and appellate courts’ dispositions of duty-to-indemnity disputes.

To summarize, the findings in this presentation will be exceedingly good news for insureds whose businesses were looted and vandalized. Property insurers will gladly cover those relatively small and inexpensive losses, because the risks—“civil commotion, riots or vandalism” —that caused the tangible losses are “covered perils.” In addition, businesses that purchased a specific-risk property insurance contract should also experience little difficulty securing lost-profit damages.


321. See Bruno et al., supra note 15 (documenting that courts have penned legion of decisions regarding the relationship between a physical property loss and a virus or bacteria).


323. See Marianne Bonner, Property Coverage for Riots, Vandalism, and Civil Commotion, THE BALANCE SMALL BUSINESS, https://www.thebalancesmb.com/property-coverage-for-riots-462690 (Nov. 8, 2018); Reed Smith Client Alerts, Insurance coverage for damage due to riots, civil commotion, and vandalism, REED SMITH (June 18, 2020), https://www.reedsmith.com/en/perspectives/2020/06/insurance-coverage-for-damage-due-to-riots-civil-commotion-and-vandalism#—text=Most%20commercial%20property%20insurance%20policies%20specifically%20exclude; see also Riots & Car Insurance— Are Policyholders Covered If Their Cars Are Destroyed?, ACCESSWIRE (June 1, 2020, 12:10 PM), https://www.accesswire.com/592211/Riots-Car-Insurance—Are-Policyholders-Covered-If-Their-Cars-Are-Destroyed (“Businesses across the country suffered destruction over the weekend as protesters unleashed their anger over the death of George Floyd on commercial enterprises—from the offices of major multinational corporations to local, family-owned small shops. . . . Many may wonder who pays for the damage caused by rioting and civil unrest. . . . On a ‘standard’ personal auto policy,
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On the other hand, there is less-encouraging news for business owners who alleged that government coronavirus orders and looting were the concurrent causes of the owners’ loss profits. Put simply, business entities are extremely less likely to prevail if their insurance contracts contain an anti-concurrent causation exclusion. Even more notably, if insureds’ business operations are located or incorporated beyond the “top-13, pro-business climate” or “bottom-13 business friendly” states, both federal and state courts are substantially more likely to decide duty-to-indemnify disputes in favor of insurers.

Again, courts frequently stress that the “relevant facts” surrounding a controversy are more important than the application of settled legal doctrines. Nevertheless, the statistically significant findings discussed above, strongly suggest: Some “relevant” facts or factors are more important, probative, dispositive or persuasive than others in courts of equity and law. Unquestionably, a state’s “objective” business-climate ranking is an exceptional factor that courts weigh—perhaps wittingly and unwittingly when deciding business disputes.

Thus, the single message is simple: Arguably, thrice-harmed businesses owners can increase their likelihood of winning duty-to-indemnify lawsuits in state supreme courts. But, to achieve that goal, insured small businesses must 1) respect the various legal barriers discussed in this presentation, 2) discover and understand their states’ “business climate rankings,” and 3) weigh carefully their states’ “business climate rankings” as well as other “relevant factors” outlined in this article—before filing a business-interruption suit in this “age of the coronavirus pandemic.”

the vehicle’s comprehensive coverage covers damage caused by riot and civil unrest, just is it does for vandalism or theft.”).